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New Student
Government
Elected
by LOUIS DENNIG
NEWS SECTION EDITOR
The elections for the at-large rep¬
resentatives to the Representative
Assembly (RA) of the Bates College
Student Government (BCSG) were
held last Thursday and Friday during
lunch and dinner in Chase Hall. Out
of over 1,700 students on campus,
98 voted in the recent election.
The at-large representatives for
the 2004-2005 academic year are
Graham Proud ’08, Gregory Sousa
’08, Rakhshan Zahid ’07, Vaibhav
Bajpai ’07, Tyler Paul ’06, Ryan
Nabulsi ’06, Christopher Laconi ’05
and Solomon Berman ’05. In the
classes of ’08 and ’07 three and six
students ran respectively, while the
candidates for the classes of ’06 and
’05 ran un-opposed.
The election box shared a table
with Friends of Fair Labor on
Thursday where “three-fourths of
the votes were received,” said
Laconi. On Friday, the election split
a table with the EMS sponsored
blood-drive. The BCSG could not
get a blue-slip for either of the elec¬
tion days because there were five
other groups with tables outside of
Commons, including Adelphia
Cable.
See ELECTIONS, page 8
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Nader’s Running Mate Speaks at Bates
by EMILY RAND
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR
In a speech that challenged quotid¬
ian political discourse at Bates, pres¬
idential candidate Ralph Nader’s
running mate Peter Camejo spoke
yesterday to a large audience in the
college chapel. Selected to run along¬
side Nader in early June, 64-year-old
Camejo is a financier, businessman,
political activist, environmentalist,
author and a founder of a socially
responsible investment movement.
Camejo currently chairs the Board of
Progressive Asset Management of
California, an investment firm he
founded in 1987. He is also the
author of books such as, “The SRI
AdvantageWhy
Socially
Responsible
Investing
Has
Outperformed Financially” (2001)
and “Racism Revolution Reaction
1861-1877,” (1976). Most recently,
Camejo ran for governor in the 2003
California gubernatorial recall elec¬
tion.
An
independent
candidate,
Camejo’s speech highlighted the key
components of Ralph Nader’s cam¬
paign platform. Camejo also used the
speech to address what he believes
are fundamental problems with the
United States’ current two party
political system.
“This is a most peculiar election,”
Camejo began his speech. “The over¬
whelming number of people plan¬
ning on voting for [Democratic can¬
didate] John Kerry do not agree with
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Independent presidential candidate Ralph Nader’s running mate Peter Camejo delivered a
speech to the college chapel yesterday afternoon.
his ideas.”' The speaker proceeded to
explain how our current political sys¬
tem encourages Americans to vote
for a candidate they do not complete¬
ly stand behind.
“A two-party system prevents
Americans from voting for the candi¬
date whose ideas they truly support
because it discourages voters from
crossing party lines,” Camejo said.
“With the current system, voters
must vote for the ‘lesser of two

evils,’ either the Democratic or
Republican candidate, to have their
vote count rather than the candidate
that best represents their ideals.”
The vice presidential candidate
expressed his strong belief that a
“run-off’ is integral to a truly demo¬
cratic electoral process, and that
without one, the process is nothing
more than a “big show.”
“What we have right now are two
corporate parties with similar ideals

carrying out actions in the interest of
those who sponsor them. Candidates
are merely fighting over how to
implement the same platform.” To
underscore this point, Camejo men¬
tioned a number of key issues on
which both Kerry and Bush agree,
noting, “Kerry gave Bush 18 stand¬
ing ovations during his last state of
the union address.” In this sense,
See CAMEJO, page 8

Wireless Postponed Until Second Semester Extracurricular
and Residential
Life Report
Released

by JAMES BOLOGNA
NEWS WRITER
Wireless Internet should be up and running
in Pettengill Atrium by the start of next semes¬
ter as a pilot test project, if everything goes as
planned. The project, which will offer Internetbrowsing speeds of up to 54 megabits per sec¬
ond, is expected to cost around $30,000 to
implement. Expected to have been up and run¬
ning this year, the project was delayed due to
lacked of funds.
“Up until last year students didn’t carry
around their laptop computers...now 75% of
students have them,” said Gene Wiemers,
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Head of Information and Internet Services.
According to Wiemers, the goal of the project
is to “see if people will use it, and if it works,
we will expand it.”
The decision to use Pettengill Atrium as the
pilot project’s location was based on its relative
popularity among students as a place to study
and on the difficulty to hard-wire such a large
open space. According to Jim Bauer, Director
of Network and Infrastructure Services, any
student will be able to bring their wireless
equipped laptop computer to the Pettengill
Atrium, and then simply log in using their email username and password and be connected
to the Bates College network. Before anyone
can log on and connect, however, the security
network must first be implemented.
“The biggest single piece is the security
piece,” said Wiemers. Indeed, huge virus pro¬
tection is essential to a functioning network. In
See WIRELESS, page 7

by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
MANAGING EDITOR
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Students will go online in the Perry Atrium using ethernet until next year.

NEWS

ARTS

On July 1, after four years of development,
the chair of the Extracurricular Activities and
Residential Life committee, Professor Steve
Hochstadt, e-mailed the committee’s final 15page report to the school.
Dean of Students Ted Goundie calls the doc¬
ument “an excellent comprehensive report on
certain aspects of residential life.” However, he
says, “I don’t see the EARL report as prescrip¬
tive. ... It’s meant to be used more as a tool and
a guideline.”
The report, Goundie says, is a way of “hold¬
ing up a mirror to the community.”
The theme of the report’s findings is creating
a unique campus “that positively attracts stu¬
dents who seek... academic engagement, diver¬
sity, personal responsibility and accountability,
and respect for the rights of others,” the report
reads.
Some students were concerned that the
report would encourage what they see. as an
ever-tightening alcohol policy. But the com¬
mittee wrote in its introduction: “we make no
recommendations designed to reduce the level
of alcohol consumption.” Instead the commit¬
tee focused on eliminating bad behavior, which
See EARL, page 8
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Low Turnout for Elections Letters
The Bates Democrats, Republicans and the Environmental Club have driven political
discourse on campus to the national election, registering hundreds of students to vote
in Maine. While students have focused on preparing to vote in the national election,
they’ve all but ignored the one on campus.
Ninety-eight students voted in the recent Bates College Student Government elec¬
tions for each class’ two Representatives-at-Large. That’s 5.8% of the more than 1,700
people on campus.
Normally a weak turnout can be attributed to student apathy but, this time around, the
BCSG deserves the blame.
BCSG officials said over 80 posters were put up and the elections were held during
lunch and dinner outside of Commons on Thursday, Sept. 15 and Friday, Sept. 16. The
first night the BCSG shared tables with the Friends of Fair Labor while the second night
they joined the table for the EMS-sponsored Blood Drive.
The 98 votes are even more disappointing after looking at the statistics on a class-by¬
class basis. The sophomore class had a voter turnout of 39, 7.9% of the 491-person
class. The senior class was second with a 38-person vote, or 10.8% of the class. Twelve
members of the freshman class, or 2.6% of the 467-person class voted. The lowest
turnout was among the junior class. Nine members of the 387-person junior class
voted, 2.3%.
Only two representatives ran in the junior and senior elections which, some would
argue, make the poor turnouts insignificant. Three candidates ran in the freshman class
elections while six ran in the sophomore class.
Regardless of the turnouts, the fact remains that large portions of the student body
that would have otherwise voted were unaware of their opportunity to do so.
We’re hopeful that this year the BCSG will be more productive than in years past.
And with the departure from the old structure of the Representative Assembly, it is cer¬
tainly poised to do so.
But we still feel that the elections could and should have been better publicized.
After all, the effectiveness of the student government depends on the amount of
involvement.

Report Clear and Incisive
The 15-page report published by the Extracurricular Activities and Residential Life
(EARL) committee was released by e-mail in its final form in early July. The EARL
report examined a diverse list of issues impacting the quality of student life at Bates
College.
The document offers a truly comprehensive and critical study of campus life at Bates.
In the past, many students have complained that the administration ignores the prob¬
lems of its students. It has felt, particularly for seniors who waited two years for elec¬
tronic access, that change takes a long time on this campus. Finally, this committee was
examining with thoughtful and thorough dedication the weak areas in student life.
However, simply recognizing that there is a problem is only a small part of the solution.
The EARL report, despite 4 years of development, is missing a crucial component. It
fails to offer its readers (the Bates community) a structured agenda for reform.
Although the document offers some suggestions, it intentionally provides few direct
solutions. How will the recommendations put forth by EARL translate to action? An
even better question is where to begin.
One of the general proposals states: “EARL envisions a mixture of student self-gov¬
ernance and altered College policies are the ideal form of solution.” Is it then the stu¬
dents’ responsibility to be the rallying cry for change on this campus? If so, the power
of the Bates College Student Government (BCSG) to affect change within student life
needs to be given. The EARL committee acknowledges that Resident Coordinators and
Junior Advisors are underpaid for the amount of responsibility and time that the posi¬
tion requires. However, no formal initiative has been taken to rectify this problem. Do
we as students currently have the capacity to redesign the budget to include pay raises
for RCs or JAs? Of course not; there is an administrative position for that specific func¬
tion. Our lack of power lays in direct contradiction to the egalitarian agenda promoted
by the EARL committee.
Certainly, if the members of the EARL committee envisioned students and the col¬
lege working together to facilitate change, then President Hansen, Dean Goundie, and
other members of the administration should attend the weekly BCSG meeting.
Seamless communication should be central to the students and administration’s rela¬
tionship.
Much of the fault lies with the students. This year especially, the college has attempt¬
ed to include more students on its committees, which demonstrates their desire to
engage students in more of their decisions, especially those affecting student life.
Christine Schwartz, head of Dining services, has asked students to serve on a food advi¬
sory board. And Dean of Students Keith Tannebaum has encouraged students to share
their opinions on the status of the Game Room in Chase Hall. This “reaching out” does
not go unnoticed by The Student. In the past, the BCSG has been a weak representa¬
tion of the student body. Despite its strides to encourage student participation, the
BCSG fails to engage the majority of the campus. Many committee openings last year
had first, second, and third calls because so few people applied. And, the BCSG elec¬
tions which took place this week were so quiet that most people didn’t know who was
even running.
Apathy among students is a phenomenon not unique to Bates. However, we feel that
if students truly believed that a recommendation made by BCSG would affect how the
administration decides to budget and restructure student life, many more might have
cared about the BCSG elections this year. The students on this campus need to stop
complaining and start spearheading the campaign for change. Apply to serve on com¬
mittees, attend the BCSG meetings, or write an op-ed for The Student. Right now, the
administration is having a one way conversation. It is time to start a dialogue.

BUSH-CHENEY: CAMPAIGNING ON HYPOCRISY
To the Editor:
I might consider voting Republican in the upcoming presidential election if the party actually stood for
what Oli Wolf said it does (The Bates Student, September 14): limited government, the free market, strong
national defense, individual responsibility and personal freedoms. The current administration, however,
has acted to undermine every one of these values. Under the current administration the federal govern¬
ment has grown faster than it ever did under Clinton, making it the only job-growth sector in the whole
economy. The federal deficit is the largest it has ever been and is projected to increase far beyond the cur¬
rent level, especially if Bush’s tax cuts for the wealthy are made permanent. Federal spending is at an alltime high and the Bush agenda for the next four years will raise the deficit even more. The free market
has been weakened by the government’s protectionist policies, its reluctance to invest in technologies it
objects to on ideological grounds, political pandering to special interest groups and non-competitive oldboy government contracts. We are spending plenty of money on the military, but combined with ill-con¬
ceived and poorly executed policies in Iraq and elsewhere, together with the use of civilian contractors for
national defense, that spending has not helped us to be more secure. Personal responsibility? This is the
administration of huge non-competitive federal contracts to well-connected corporations; of half-hearted
prosecution of the white-collar criminals responsible for Enron and other corporate debacles; of Vietnamera military deferments resulting in having other, poorer people do the fighting for them; of a way of doing
business that is based on special favors and family connections.
Personal freedoms are what I cherish most of all about being American; yet this administration has done
See AUSTIN LETTER, p.5

ISRAEL IS READY FOR PEACE, IS PALESTINE?
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to James Liddell’s column (Understanding the Roots of Muslim Frustration,
September, 14). Mr. Liddell argues that many Muslims and Anti-Semitics believe “America is con¬
trolled by Jews”. I’m sorry Jew-haters of the world, but Jews do not control America, Jews were not
behind September 11 and yes, the Holocaust did happen. These notions are brainless, unintelligent and
simply not true. In America, six million Jews account for just a little over one percent of the popula¬
tion. If the U.S.-Israel relationship is nothing more than a series of espionage events produced by pow¬
erful Jews, why will over 70% of American Jews vote for John Kerry despite his position on the
Israeli/Palestinian conflict come November 2? Central to the argument that Jews ran the world is the
stereotype that Jews are superior in intelligence. So if Jews are so smart and do in fact run this coun¬
try, why are they supporting a candidate who promises to fight a more “sensitive war on terror” and
who also told an Arab-American group that Israel’s security fence is “another barrier to peace”? Why
not vote for George Bush who is arguably the most staunch supporter of Israel ever in the Oval Office?
Mr. Liddell lists several sources of anger in the Arab-Muslim world, the first of which is “the bil¬
lions of dollars in aid we give to Israel every year”. It is important to note that the funds that Israel
receives are loan guarantees, not grants. Not one single penny of taxpayers’ money gets transferred to
Israel. The U.S. co-signs loans for Israel, which in turn gives world banks more confidence to lend
Israel money. Since 1989, one million Jews have made Aliya (immigrated) to Israel with the help of
U.S.-backed loans. Almost 20% of these immigrants came from undeveloped countries such as
Ethiopia. Moreover, U.S. foreign assistance cannot be used beyond Israel pre-1967 borders; therefore,
it cannot be used to build settlements in the West Bank or Gaza. The 10 billion Israel received was a
See KOTZEN LETTER, p. 5
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Letters

Better Off Without Bush CLUB TEAMS ARE MISTREATED

supposed to battle our archrival Colby on our home
pitch. However, with both teams ready to go, we
were told that we could, not play because the
grounds crew did not want us to tear up the field
due to an overnight rainstorm. Mind you, our home
pitch is used as a practice field for soccer and field
hockey. The fact that the practice field for varsity
sports takes precedence over our biggest match of
the year is unfair and wrong. The Men’s Rugby
team works just as hard as many varsity sports
teams by practicing at least five times a week and
playing a game on Saturdays. Just because we play
a game foreign to most people does not mean that
we should be treated in a substandard manner. I
can only hope that Bates will change its attitude
and provide more support to club sports, which are
important pillars of our institution.

To the Editor,

Youth Suffer Most Under Administration
To the Editor:
“While I was at the national convention, I
realized how true my assumptions were about
the Republican Party reaching out to the
youth of America”. With these words, Oli
Wolf, Assistant Forum Editor of the Bates
Student, waxed nostalgic about his reaffirm¬
ing days at the Republican National
Convention.
Oli had suspected that the
Republican Party stood as a beacon of hope,
support and commitment to the youth of
America, and post-convention, Oli’s opinions
have only been confirmed. There’s no doubt
about it, Oli’s youthful inklings are correct.
In the past four years the Bush Administration
has been, if nothing else, profoundly faithful
to the youth of our nation. And this it turns
out, is exactly the problem.
To begin with, we might look at the much
maligned war in Iraq. According to the pres¬
tigious National Journal, (the very magazine
that named John Kerry as the most liberal
senator, just so we know it’s not partisan) cal¬
culations reveal that the most common age of
death (arithmetic mode) among US soldiers
in Iraq is twenty years old. Twenty-year old
soldiers would be voting in their first presi¬
dential election this year. These young men
and women could not yet drink alcohol or
rent a car. Soldiers, in short, who are really,
just kids. Bush’s steadfast and unswerving
allegiance to these young soldiers however, is
growing ever more apparent, as the death toll
in Iraq swells to well over 1000.
But what about those who are too young to
vote or fight in a war? The Bush administra¬
tion has also been pandering to this audience,
albeit in their own unique GOP way.
According to the Center for Law and Social
Policy and the Center on Budget and Policy

Priorities as many as 447,000 children stand
to lose childcare assistance by 2009 based on
the Bush budget’s proposed funding levels.
But wait, the Bush Administration’s unwa¬
vering dedication to the youth of our nation
doesn’t end there. The Bush Administration,
lest we forget, was the architect of the highly
touted No Child Left Behind Act. This act,
underfunded by estimates of up to $11 billion
dollars, also cuts large sums of money from
Title 1—the fiscal savior for the tens of thou¬
sands of low-income children who Bush has
repeatedly claimed he’s here to help. If those
numbers alone don’t reveal this administra¬
tion’s outreach to the youth of America, the
Bush Administration has taken it one step fur¬
ther, proposing a 3% increase in education
funding, the smallest increase in nine years.
In the year 2000, one of George W. Bush’s
signature campaign lines offered this prom¬
ise: “The biggest percent of our nation’s
budget should go towards children.” Today,
more than one-third of children in the United
States live in low-income families and more
than 8.5 million children live without health
insurance. What Oli says is true: George W.
Bush never stops thinking about the youth of
America. That’s right, the president never
stops thinking about leaving the youth of this
nation behind. Whether it be dead on the bat¬
tlefields of Iraq or struggling to meet ill-con¬
ceived standards in underfunded public
schools, George W. Bush has the “political
courage” (to again borrow from Oli) to
remain steadfast in his commitment to the
young people of this country. Sometimes
though, I wish he would just forget about the
youth of America; they’d be better off with¬
out him.

Here at Bates, we often pride ourselves on the
many extracurricular activities in which students
are able to partake. Club sports teams are some of
the most valuable organizations at this college,
because they provide an avenue for sports partici¬
pation for those who are unable to compete at the
varsity level. The two club sports teams that I par¬
ticipate on, Men’s Rugby and Men’s Hockey, have
taught me camaraderie and sportsmanship that I
would otherwise not be able to learn. In fact, some
of my most memorable moments at Bates have
been spent with these two teams. However, the
club sports teams at Bates are lacking in support
from the school. The mgby team has a minuscule
budget compared to organizations funded through
the student activities committee and varsity athlet¬
ic teams. This past Saturday, the mgby team was

Chris Theile ’07
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Damn, just when I was really
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Is it really that difficult?
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Wait> why are the College
Republicans so excited...?
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JOHN KERRY: BEST MAN FOR THE JOB
Jacob Johnston
Opinion Writer

Six weeks before the presidential election, we,
as Americans, find ourselves in a critical position.
The esteem and goodwill we once enjoyed from
the international community has largely vanished,
recession has crippled the middle class, even as
the cost of living and of higher education has con¬
tinued to rise, and there is a general disregard for
civil liberties at the highest levels of government.
The next President of the United States will bear
the enormous responsibility of remedying this sit¬
uation. To that end, the President must be experi¬
enced in foreign policy, adept at working within
an increasingly global society, and willing to
embrace bipartisanship as an essential part of gov¬
ernment. For all of these reasons, it is imperative
that John Kerry be elected President.

Senator Kerry is a ranking member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and in that
capacity he has gained extensive experience in
working within the international community on
issues ranging from nonproliferation and anti-ballistic missile treaties to HIV/AIDS relief. If elect¬
ed President, Senator
Kerry will abandon the
unilateral interventionist
tendencies that have
characterized American
foreign policy in the last
several years. Instead,
he will work with the
United Nations to re¬
establish sundered alliances and to fight a more
effective war on terror.
As a Senator, John Kerry has been a champion
of fiscal responsibility and has a clear record of
opposing deficit spending and corporate tax cuts
that have come at the expense of the middle and
lower classes. Senator Kerry was one of the co¬
sponsors of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficit
Reduction Act, which has since been recognized
as a turning point in the effort to control runaway

government spending. Kerry also supports rais¬
ing the minimum wage from $5.15 to $7.00 per
hour and has announced his intention to repeal
changes made by the current administration that
have denied overtime pay to nearly six million
workers. These initiatives will strengthen the
middle
class
while
simultaneously promot¬
ing responsible govemment spending.
The civil liberties to
which Americans are
entitled have been one of
the defining characteris¬
tics of our country, and
are just as important as the economy in maintain¬
ing American strength. In a time of war, it may be
necessary to temporarily restrict, for example, the
freedom of the press in order to ensure successful
execution of military stratagems and to protect the
fives of American servicemen. However, at no
time should an open-ended restriction on basic
civil rights be countenanced by the President.
This is the situation in which we find ourselves as
the Patriot Act is up for renewal. While he saw

“If elected President,
Senator Kerry will abandon
the unilateral interventionist
tendencies that have charac¬
terized American foreign poli¬
cy in the last several years ”

Firstyear Perspective: Fear at the Sight of a Minivan

On August 30,1 carried two suitcases, two
boxes, two trash bags, a set of drawers, two
bulletin boards, a backpack and a million
essential oddities through a dorm room door
with a green moose nametag on it.
Yes. I am a freshman. A politically correct
‘first-year,’ to be exact.
I am statistically unoriginal. I am a liber¬
al prep school kid, a vegetarian Red Sox fan
from a town just outside of Boston. I live in
flip-flops, and I drive a Volvo named
Calvin. The Freshman Fifteen do not scare
me.
I have seen much in my two long weeks at
Bates. I have seen a foam dance, a wrig¬
gling, frothing pit of ickiness. I have seen
hundreds of squirrels. I have seen hippies,
jocks, communists, dorks and, shockingly,
Republicans. I have not watched TV in two
weeks, although I have seen a lot of flannel.

I have seen the wonderfully comforting
inside of the Bates Bubble.
I have made my share of bumbling firstyear errors. The other day, I sent a kindly old
man hobbling around Lake Andrews, in pur¬
suit of a building not fifteen feet from where
he mistakenly asked me for directions. I am
one of hundreds that clog up Commons. I
pour money into the conglomerate that is
Walmart. I cannot walk across the library
terrace without tripping very dramatically,
and I was grumpy to the cafeteria ladies the
other morning.
Like the rest of my class, I am determined
to prove that I am not like the rest of my
class. I regularly enter Commons without
eight or nine of my closest friends backing
me up. I know there is no Village 4. I read
more than half of “Soul of a Citizen.” I do
not own a Nalgene, and I do not understand
the cultish love of Frisbee. I do not own a
hat, shirt, pants, lanyard, keychain, pen, pair
of socks, pair of shorts, or pair of underwear
with “Bates” written on it. I do not live in
Smith.
Bates makes a habit of surprising me. I
never expected to see so much Abercrombie
& Fitch and Louis Vuitton, or meet so many
people named David. I have yet to find an

unlocked door to Coram. During orientation,
I, the recipient of eight years of Catholic
schooling, saw a presentation on gay accept¬
ance. The other night, I had no email
because of the work of one squirrel. I have
been struck by fear at the sight of a minivan.
My first two weeks at Bates have been
ones of new experiences, of learning of new
cultures, of doing my own laundry. I now
live in a world where showers are not taken
barefoot, where e-mails arrive by the dozen
and where RCs must remind us that Slip ‘n
Slides are not permitted in the hallways. I
am far from my high school world of dress
codes and 28 classes a week. I have almost
been hit by a car on Russell Street and I
share a room with a make-up wearing rugby
player who listens to rap.
My two little weeks on campus seem like
forever, although I’m sure as a senior my
four long years will seem like nothing. I
have a long road ahead of me, marked by
hatred of Colby, four Lick It dances and
months upon months of snow. I need to
remember to feed my fish, to bask in the
overwhelming liberalness and I must learn
to climb snowbanks. But I’m not complain¬
ing. This is definitely “the way life should
be.”

NBC Douses the Olympic Flame
Nathan
Harrington
Forum Section
Editor
The Games of the XXVIII Olympiad came
and went in Greece last month, with none of the
expected terrorism and Greek disorganization
but all of the inevitable judging controversies
in gymnastics. Then there was Brazilian
marathoner Vanderlei de Lima, who ran 24
miles and was in gold medal position, with less
than two miles to go, when he was tackled to
the ground by a certifiably insane, defrocked
Irish priest clad in the most stereotypically Irish
costume imaginable. I’m not making this up.
De Lima recovered to win the bronze and the
Brazilian Olympic Committee’s request for a
duplicate gold was rejected.
Bizarre spectacles aside, the Olympics have
the potential to teach us a lot. Watching the
Olympics as a kid was one of the things that
encouraged my interest in the world beyond
U.S. borders. The Olympics should present an
opportunity for Americans to rectify, ever so
slightly, our notorious ignorance of world
geography. For example, the millions who
watched the Women’s 100 meter final are now
alerted to the existence of Belarus, home of the
world’s fastest woman, Yuliya Nesterenko. Had

you heard of the Caribbean nation of St. Kits
and Nevis before its native son Kim Collins
challenged Justin Gatlin and Maurice Greene in
the men’s 100-meter final? Be honest.
Unfortunately, the internationalism that is at
the core of the Olympics was nearly obscured
by the air-brushed coverage Americans were
spoon-fed by NBC. With few exceptions, NBC
showed only the events in which Americans
were favored to win medals, and then lavished
nearly all of its attention on those athletes. The
pattern was relentlessly predictable: we get a
ten-minute human-interest documentary on an
American athlete’s life story, followed by one
to 15 minutes of him or her competing and
winning a medal, usually gold. We’re lucky if
NBC bothers to mention the names and coun¬
tries of the athletes vanquished by our
American hero.
Of course, the U.S. is not the only country
that likes to see its athletes excel, and there is
nothing inherently wrong with that. A welltraveled friend of mine from South Africa said
that Australian and U.S. sportscasters should
compete head to head for the mantle of “most
biased coverage ever.” But even so, NBC com¬
pares unfavorably to Telemundo, the number
two Spanish-language television station in the
U.S, which featured varied coverage focusing
on athletes from the entire Spanish-speaking
world as well as the U.S. They showed
Paraguay, Argentina and Costa Rica in soccer,
Spain and Puerto Rico in basketball and Cuba

in boxing and track, with knowledgeable com¬
mentators and more authentic, less-edited
footage of the events.
There is a rather simple solution to all of this.
The system of granting one major network a
monopoly on broadcast coverage of the Games
has got to go. There are circumstances in which
unfettered economic competition does not
serve the public interest, but media is not one of
them. When it comes to getting our informa¬
tion, the more options the better. So if NBC
chooses to obsess over Michael Phelps and
Paul Hamm, showing nothing but swimming
and gymnastics, fine. Let them compete for
viewers with another station that focuses on
Judo and Tae Kwon Do, or another that shows
soccer.
Did anyone notice that Cuba, with its ten
million people, won 27 medals, more than any
other low-income country in Latin America, the
Caribbean, Africa or Asia? It’s unlikely that
more than two or three of those 27 Cuban
medalists ever appeared on NBC’s coverage.
But is it possible that Cuba’s socialist govern¬
ment, despite its low GDP and 40 years of the
U.S. blockade, has succeeded more than any
other government in the Global South in pro¬
viding its people with the economic security,
free time and facilities to pursue athletic
endeavors to the highest level? The Olympic
Games invite us to ponder such questions, if
only NBC would let them speak for them¬
selves.

that the Patriot Act was a necessary stopgap in the
days immediately following September 11th,
John Kerry realizes that instituting this act for the
long term would be an unacceptable assault on the
liberties of the American citizen, and opposes
renewing it.
In order to achieve his vision for foreign policy,
the economy, civil liberties, and a host of other
domestic and international issues in our two-party
system, the President must be willing to engage in
bipartisan politics. Senator Kerry has repeatedly
worked to cross the aisle on important initiatives.
Among others, he has worked with Senator
McCain on a variety of veteran’s issues and with
Senator Frist on extending humanitarian aid to
Africa. Kerry’s success in this regard stands in
sharp contrast to the partisan battles that have
characterized the current administration and ham¬
pered the efficiency of the Federal government.
Senator John Kerry’s foreign policy experi¬
ence, economic initiatives, staunch defense of
civil liberties, and willingness to practice biparti¬
sanship make him uniquely qualified to be the
forty-fourth President of the United States and
deserving of you vote.

Back to the Start
Tom Flanagan
Opinion Writer

Everyone knows that college sports are differ¬
ent from high school sports; it’s just common
sense. The competition is tougher, the facilities
are superior, the coaches are more qualified, the
rivalries are more bitter, etc. None of that sinks
in when you are a cocky athlete the summer fol¬
lowing your undoubtedly glorious senior cam¬
paign. You were probably a captain; if not, cer¬
tainly a starter and regular contributor. You may
have been all-league, even all-section or allstate. Maybe all of the above accolades apply to
you, but you’re still just eighteen years old, and
your competition is as old as twenty-two. You
are a freshman.
Personally, I was never the star of my high
school team. I come from a tremendous program
in a strong part of my state, so I’ve been a con¬
tributing role player my entire career. I didn’t
come to Bates with any unrealistic expectations
of turning the NESCAC on its ear in my rookie
year, or my sophomore year, or any year for that
matter. I just wanted to keep playing, which I
have managed to do. But even for a player with
ambitions as modest as my own, there are some
elements of being a freshman athlete that are dif¬
ficult to accept.
We’ve come full circle. In the early days of
our high school careers we were harassed and
hazed, sitting up front on bus trips and getting
tape balls thrown at our heads. As the overbear¬
ing upperclassmen, we got to move to the back
of the bus, no longer the target but the ones doing
the throwing. As college freshmen, we’re right
back up front, slouched next to the water jug,
prepared to dodge a barrage of too-familiar
artillery.
Granted, the upperclassmen here at Bates have
been infinitely kinder to us than their high school
equivalent ever was—from the pre-frosh visits to
the pre-season workouts and right into the actual
season. From what I’ve heard, that’s pretty much
the way it is for most of the sports teams here. I
suppose that’s the result of having a senior class
that is four years the wiser. Despite the goodnatured attitude that most upperclassmen have
towards us, there are still moments when we are
reminded of those forgettable ninth-grade days,
like when there is a ball or penny bag to be car¬
ried out to the field. Or a net at the far sideline
that needs to be adjusted. Or cones that need to
be picked up after a scrimmage. I haven’t picked
up a cone in four years. It’s a pretty humbling
experience, this college sports thing,
I remember the days when I showed up to pre¬
season and the biggest question on my mind
See

FLANAGAN, p.5
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Digitz
100,000,000
Dollars given to Brown
University by former
dropout Sidney Frank.
Frank could not afford the
tuition when he attended
Brown over 60 years ago,
but then went on to devel¬
op one of the most success¬
ful liquor distribution
businesses in the country.
1,040
Average value, in dollars,
of British women’s hand¬
bags and their contents
according to a survey by
Prudential Home
Insurance.
0.10

Blood-alcohol level of
Reading, PA resident
Emerson Moore when he
drove himself to court to
face drunk driving
charges. When asked by
Justice Dean Patton what
he was thinking, Moore
replied, “You told me I
could drink at home.”
Sources: Reuters, Associated Press (2)

IN RESPONSE TO LIDDELL: IN DEFENSE OF ISRAEL
KOTZEN LETTER
Continued from p. 2
huge success. The borrowed funds increased the
amount of foreign currency available to the coun¬
try’s business sector, and helped provide housing
and jobs for almost all the new immigrants.
Another point made by Liddell is that “the
European Union voted to condemn this wall”
(The Israel Security Fence). The double standard
demonstrated by the EU is astonishing.
After
launching a campaign against Israel’s security
fence, the EU plans to build a fence of its own.
Their fence would separate Poland and Hungry
from countries such as Russia, Belarus and
Ukraine to prevent immigrants from entering the
EU. Article 51 of the UN charter, which protects
the Israeli wall, states: “Actions under this rubric
must be directed at achieving a concrete military
advantage over an enemy, and they must be in
proportion to the threat.” Given the terrorist cam¬
paign against Israel, the Security Fence meets this
requirement. Israel should not be denied the right
to take a defensive measure in order to save lives.
Furthermore, no international body such as the

THE TRIALS OF A
FIRST-YEAR ATHLETE
FLANAGAN
Continued from p. 4
was: “what position am I starting at this year?” I
think that was pretty much the case for most
incoming freshmen, in all sports, since almost
every athlete I’ve talked to spent high school as
a center mid, a middle linebacker, a shortstop, or
their respective sport’s position that’s generally
played by the stud of the team. Now we showed
up to preseason just hoping we’d be able to stay
in the program. It’s quite a transition, this heroto-zero business. But we’ve climbed this slip¬
pery slope before, so don’t panic athletes of
’08...we’ll be at the back of the bus soon
enough.

EU, UN, or the ICJ has the power to litigate over
the sovereign right of any nation to protect its peo¬
ple.
The most troubling aspect of Mr. Liddell’s col¬
umn, however, was his statement about
America’s “inability to hold Ariel Sharon and
Israel to the same moral standards as Yasser
Arafat and the Palestinians.” A couple of months
ago, the Associated Press published photos from
the Arab village of Kabatiya, near Jenin. The pic¬
tures showed a man being marched down the
street by armed guards and then shot in the center
of the village. The gunmen were members of the
Aqsa Martyrs Brigade, the military wing of
Fatah, Yasser Arafat’s political movement. The
August 2002 issue of The New Republic told the
story of ‘Tayseer,” a 21 year-old homosexual.
The young man was arrested and “hung by his
arms from the ceiling. A high-ranking officer he
didn’t know arranged for his release and then
demanded sex as a payback. Tayseer fled but
eventually was arrested. He was forced to stand
in sewage to his neck... During one interrogation
police stripped him and forced him to sit on a
coke bottle.” There are two things to take away

from these stories. First, neither were victims of
Israeli forces. Second, Palestine’s crime and cor¬
ruption led by Arafat is hardly high on any “moral
standard” list. What baffles me about Arafat,
however, is why he didn’t accept an offer from
Ehud Barak’s government four years ago to take
all of Gaza and more then 90% of the West Bank.
Does Arafat really want peace? His corrupt lead¬
ership is apparent; he has proved to be complete¬
ly inept at state building and peacekeeping.
The people of Israel are ready for peace. Over
70% of Israelis are in favor of a Palestinian state.
The people of Palestine need leadership, equality
and education—not religious fanatics, not some¬
one who robs his own country of millions of dol¬
lars. They need a leader who will not promote the
idea of the destruction of Israel as their answer.
Palestinians need not only peace, but also a major
transition into the modem world. This is only
possible by having a leader who will extend his
hand in friendship to Israel.
Jeff Kotzen ’06

Anybody But Bush
AUSTIN LETTER
Continued from p. 2
more than any previous one to undermine them
and the institutions that protect them. This admin¬
istration, with the Patriot Act, has given the federal
government police powers that it has never had
before. This administration has imprisoned citizens
and immigrants without charges and denied them
due process. It has abused prisoners at Abu Ghraib.
This administration favors laws controlling the
sexual and reproductive lives of its citizens and (via
its foreign aid policies) citizens of other countries.
It promotes overturning long-standing separations
between church and state that protect the religious
freedoms of all of us. This administration—the
same one that promotes abstinence in our personal
lives—favors promiscuous amendment of our

most sacred document, the Constitution, which
more than any other document or institution has
protected personal freedoms for centuries.
I am in favor of government that staunchly
defends and protects individual liberties and man¬
ages the free market to correct its inherent, univer¬
sally acknowledged imperfections, rather than to
further enrich and empower the already rich and
powerful. When you look beneath the President’s
and the party’s shallow rhetoric it becomes clear
that the George Bush’s Republican party—not the
Democratic party—is the party of big, intrusive
government. Those who believe in limited govern¬
ment and personal freedoms would do well to sup¬
port anyone but Bush.
Rachel Narehood Austin
Associate Chemistry Professor
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Strong, Danforth and Kemper New Dana Professors
his interest in the search for stability in modernday Sri Lanka. “Buying and Believing: Sri
Lankan Advertising and Consumers in a
Transnational World” (University of Chicago
Outstanding instruction and unique research
Press, 2001), is based upon Kemper’s under¬
characterize those Bates faculty members rec¬
standing that “advertising as a Western practice
ognized by the Dana Professorship. This sum¬
with a fifty year history in Asia is as much a
mer, Bates College named Loring Danforth and
part of what makes Sri Lanka the place it
Steven
Kemper,
professors
of
is as the 2500 year history of Buddhist
Anthropology, and John Strong, profes¬
practice” (www.bates.edu).
sor of Religion, as Dana Professors.
Kemper has directed the ISLE program
They join Martin Andrucki of the theater
in Sri Lanka, and has led short-term
and rhetoric department; George Ruff,
courses in Afghanistan, Burma, India,
Physics; Thomas Wenzel, Chemistry;
Nepal, Pakistan and Indonesia.
and Richard Williamson, French, to
The third Dana professor, professor of
bring the number of Dana Professors at
Religion John Strong, earned a Ph.D. in
Bates to seven.
History of Religions from the University
The Dana Professorship was estab¬
of Chicago, an M.A. from the Hartford
lished in 1966 with a grant from the
Seminary Foundation and a B.A. from
Charles A. Dana Foundation to recog¬
Oberlin College before joining the Bates
nize “exceptional teacher-scholars.”
faculty in 1978. Strong currently serves
Based in New York City, the philan¬
as Chair of the Religion department.
thropic organization celebrates the
Nels Nelson/The Bates Student and Courtesy of Office of Communications and Media Relations
“I am honored and flattered to have
power of every individual to shape his or
been appointed as one of the Dana
her life through education.
From left to right: professor of Religion John Strong, and professors of Anthropology
Professors, and look forward to partici¬
“It’s an honor, and I feel privileged to Danforth and Kemper were all named Dana Professors.
pating in a symposium next month,” said
have been selected given the respect I
have for the other members, the president of the Healing: The Anastenaria of Greece and the teaching at Bates since 1973. He earned his Strong. Having researched Buddhist traditions
college and the Dean of Faculty,” stated American Firewalking Movement” (Princeton Ph.D. and M.A. at the University of Chicago, in India and South Asia, Strong hopes to dis¬
cuss his current study of ‘relics of the Buddha.’
University Press, 1989). Both works were and his B.A. at Dartmouth College.
Danforth of his recognition.
Works by Strong include “The Legend and
Captivated by the Asian world and its histo¬
A Lewiston native, Professor Danforth included on the CHOICE list, a selective
joined the Bates faculty in 1978. He holds a review citing, “The best of the best in published ry, Kemper has conducted extensive ethno¬ Cult of Upagupta: Sanskrit Buddhism in North
graphic fieldwork in Sri Lanka, and has India and Southeast Asia” (Princeton
Ph.D. and M.A. from Princeton University, and scholarship” (www.ala.org).
“I am very appreciative of the support Bates authored several books. “The Presence of the
a B.A. from Amherst College.
See DANA, page 7
Danforth’s fascination with the Greek Civil gives to enable faculty to do their best both as Past” (Cornell University Press, 1991), reflects
by TARYN CRAIG
NEWS WRITER

War and ethnic Macedonian populations has
led him to pursue research in Greece, the
Republic of Macedonia, Australia and Canada.
He has written several books, including “The
Macedonian Conflict: Ethnic Nationalism in a
Transnational World” (Princeton University
Press, 1995) and “Firewalking and Religious

teachers and as scholars,” Danforth noted.
While on sabbatical for the 2004-5 academic
year, Danforth will continue researching for a
book on the life history of child refugees in the
Greek Civil War.
Fellow Dana Professor Steven Kemper, also
of the anthropology department, has been

Sex-Offender Generates Security
Concern in First Weeks of School
tainly taken aback when I first saw the fliers.
But since so many of them have been posted up
around the school, I can safely say that I would
be able to spot the guy if I were ever to see him
On the night of September 13, security dis¬
on campus.”
covered Steven Dennis trespassing on the Bates
And that’s exactly what people are doing.
College campus. A security notice was sent out
Several students claimed to have spotted the
and posted on every residential hall on campus
suspect near campus in the Wood Street area.
to inform the Bates community of his behavior.
When security guards checked, however, they
The flyer contained a picture and a description
found that it was only a homeless man that
so that students could report him if he was seen
resembled the trespasser. Nevertheless, the
again.
security director is glad that students are doing
According to the flier, “the subject was found
their part to keep the campus safe.
to be wearing women’s clothing and exposing
While Bates has a history of security prob¬
himself. A check of the subject’s criminal
lems, Carey claims that in comparison to other
record revealed that he has a lengthy history of
schools “we’ve had no more, in fact realistical¬
sexual misconduct and burglaries. The subject
ly much less than most schools. Even com¬
was arrested for indecent exposure and crimi¬
pared to Colby and Bowdoin, Bates has a lower
nal trespassing on campus by the Lewiston
crime rate.”
Police Department.”
In response to the school’s overall safety,
While the flier was meant to notify students
Katy Clark ’05 replied, “I
do feel safe on campus,
sVXVUlv\
but I don’t feel safe out¬
I’ORMYYUYN
doors at night—like the
quad or walking home to
my house off-campus on
Wood Street. But, since
I’ve been at Bates, securi¬
ty has gotten much better.
The mirrors in Pettengill
(that show whether or not
******
someone
is
coming
around the comer) and the
security guards at night
have been a huge step
toward a safer direction.”
Others, like Ryan Mead
’06, “always feels safe”
whether they are on or off
campus.
Although Bates security
can’t prevent future secu¬
rity issues altogether,
recent events show they
are taking the necessary
Nels Nelson/The Bates Student precautions to help dimin¬
Fliers containing a picture and description of prior sex-offender Stephen Dennis were posted ish risks and keep students
as informed as possible.
on residence hall doors last week. Students have been asked to report Dennis if seen.
by ALI MORRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

and faculty of the offense, many were shocked
and horrified to see such a terrifying image
posted on their dorms and campus buildings.
When questioned as to whether or not the secu¬
rity notices were the best way to present the
information, the director of security Thomas
Carey replied, “If I were a student, a teacher, or
a parent, I’d want to know if someone with that
kind of background was around the premises.”
Even though the sobering fliers were in some
ways quite disturbing, Carey believes that it is
best to inform the campus of security threats.
“I want the Bates campus to be open, but at
the same time secure,” said Carey.
The posted offender’s picture caused a stir
among the new class of 2008. Only a week and
a half into classes, most freshmen were
shocked to see a security notice of that severity
around campus.
Freshman Carter Stem remarked, “I was cer-

Administration
to Designate
“Party Space”
by ARIEL BURCH
NEWS WRITER
Dean of Students Keith Tannenbaum has
received positive responses to the announce email he sent last week inviting students to join
a committee to plan a new party and dance
space in Chase Hall.
The committee will help design the space,
approved this summer, to create an area that
could be used by students for parties, meetings,
or as a place to hang out.
The space, loosely modeled on similar social
rooms at schools such as Dartmouth, will have
a dance club atmosphere with low lighting, a
sound system and a dance floor. The adjoining
room will be brighter and include games and a
comfortable lounge area.
Tannenbaum hopes that this space will give
students a place to socialize outside of resi¬
dence halls and off-campus houses. The space
can be blue-slipped and may also be used for
clubs and organizations that need more space,
such as the Ballroom Society.
There has been some debate over the new
party space regarding its location, but most
issues have been resolved. The dance floor
will be removable to allow book-rush at the
start of each semester.
Some students voiced concern over the loss
ofithe game room. Tannenbaum, however, has
already found new homes for three of the four
pool tables in different houses along Frye
Street and he is confident that he will find a
new home for the fourth.
The new “Party Space” was suggested in the
recently published EARL report, which read:
“One possibility is to convert the Chase Hall
game room, which is lightly used, into a multi¬
functional entertainment center. More evening
use of the Mays Center might be allowed.”
Construction of the party space will com¬
mence soon and will hopefully be completed
by the winter semester. Tannenbaum hopes
that the space may be finished sooner if more
interested students join the planning commit¬
tee.
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Student-Faculty Panel Discusses Vietnam and Iraq Wars
by ARIEL BURCH
NEWS WRITER

U.S, and in other parts of the region.
Emery spoke next, and, having lived through
the Vietnam era, offered commentary that
focused on historical context. He said that it is
important to look at other conflicts in relation
to Vietnam with the lessons of that painful peri-

ever questioned “Uncle Ho” or thought to real¬
ly examine the Vietnam conflict was on the
plane to America when she was asked about her
views. Nguyen now believes that the U.S.
should not be involved in Iraq, and compared
the insecurity and fear that plagued Americans

Beam said that if he had been Vietnamese he
would have fought for the Viet Cong. Beam
applied his experience to Iraq and concluded
Students and members of the Lewiston com¬
that our goals, no matter how sincere, are not
munity filled Muskie Archives Monday night to
justifiable because we are seen as interfering
join in a panel discussion that developed into an
and already suffer from low credibility as a
impassioned debate about com¬
result of Vietnam.
parisons between the conflicts in
The panel was then opened up for
Vietnam and Iraq. The panel was
general discussion and many audi¬
sponsored by the History depart¬
ence members were eager to voice
ment to stimulate debate, especial¬
their opinions, mostly in opposition
ly in light of the upcoming presi¬
to involvement in Iraq. Multiple
dential election. ■
questions probed the panelists to
The four members of the panel
justify U.S. actions: Changing and
represented a variety of political
unfounded motives were cited, as
and
personal
perspectives.
well as the lack of tangible evi¬
Discussion was led by Chris
dence to validate our actions. A
Beam, head archivist and lecturer
response from Nguyen reflected the
in history at Bates, as well as a
feelings of most of the audience and
Vietnam veteran. He was joined
prompted enthusiastic applause.
by David Emery, a former Maine
Nguyen opposed involvement in
congressman and deputy director
Iraq because she feels we are
of the U.S. Arms Control and
unnecessarily creating enemies.
Disarmament Agency. The panel
She said that in Vietnam, we
also included two Bates students
assumed that all communists were
who presented differing view¬
the same and sought to eradicate the
points.
threat of communism by defeating
Oliver Wolf ‘06, president of
Vietnam. . She sees a similarity in
the Bates College Republicans
the erroneous view that all terrorists
offered his perspective, followed
Nels Nelson/The Bates Student are part of a connected community
by Tran Nguyen ‘07, a student who
The faculty and student panel discussed both the Iraq and Vietnam Wars yesterday in the Muskie that is centered in Iraq, and
is originally from Hanoi, Vietnam.
believes that military action in Iraq
Archives to a crowd of Bates students and members of the Lewiston community.
Each panelist offered a brief
will not alleviate terrorism.
description of their thoughts on Vietnam, Iraq od in mind. He says that in Iraq we must define after 9/11 to feelings that the Vietnamese have
In its goal of sparking informed debate, the
and the links that can be drawn between the two our interests carefully and use force that he dealt with for over one thousand years as they Vietnam/Iraq panel was extremely sucessful.
conflicts.
deems necessary because of Iraq’s use of have been involved in constant conflict.
The audience was very interested and respon¬
Wolf spoke first and stressed the similarities weapons of mass destruction, and policies of
Beam concluded the panelists’ comments by sive; in fact, there was not enough time to
in goals: to gain economic freedom and democ¬ genocide and torture.
discussing his transition from supporter to address all questions. Panel members made
racy while securing safety for the U.S. Wolf
Nguyen offered a very different and highly objector of involvement in Vietnam as his insightful connections between Vietnam and
believes that military action in Iraq is necessary personal viewpoint. She lived in Vietnam until doubts about the legitimacy and genuineness of Iraq that are pertinent to the approaching presi¬
in order to prevent future terrorist attacks in the three years ago and said that the first time she U.S. motives were reinforced. In retrospect, dential election.

Dana Professors Chosen
DANA
Continued from page 6
University Press, 1991), “The Experience of
Buddhism” (Wadsworth 1995) and “The
Buddha: A Short Biography” (OneWorld
Publications, 2001).
At Bates, Strong has led a short-term course
in India, directed the ISLE program in Sri
Lanka and co-directed fall semester abroad
programs in Tokyo.
Bates has received grants from the Dana
Foundation since the 1960s, including those,

which established the Dana Scholars Program
in 1965 and the Dana Research Apprenticeship
Program in 1984. The Foundation was also
instrumental in funding the construction of
Dana Chemistry Hall in 1963, Ladd Library in
1971, as well as in renovations to Commons in
the 60’s and 70’s.
The recently named Dana Professors will
join Dana scholars and their families for a
reception Friday, October 8. On Saturday,
October 9, the Professors will present their
studies at the annual Faculty Research
Symposium.

Pettengill to go Wireless
WIRELESS
Continued from page 1
fact, Wiemers blames the lack of connectivity
and slow speeds at the start of this semester on
the upsurge computers new to the network that
were infected with viruses and spyware. Bauer
said, “The security is what costs the most
money...the pods [or wireless transmitters] are
fairly inexpensive.”
Wiemers noted that Dartmouth College
offers wireless internet to the whole town of
Hanover, NH. This is not something that he
says Bates College is likely to do, since it
would leave the campus open and vulnerable to
security risks. “We don’t want people driving
down Campus Avenue to be able to log into our
system and slow it down,” he said.
The current hard-wired Internet on campus
was upgraded last year and is now able to offer
high-speed 100-megabit service to every one of
the 175 ports in the Ladd Library and every
other port on campus. As the technology cur¬
rently stands, “wireless internet, in terms of
speed, would be like going back ten years,”
said Wiemers.
In fact, with current wireless technology, the
speeds of Internet connection would vary,
depending on how many students’ computers
were connected to the wireless system at any

given time. Regardless, the maximum speed
available with wireless would be 54 megabits
per second. With the hard-wired system that
Bates College has now, each port is guaranteed
100 megabits of information per second. When
transferring large files like photos and videos,
the speed difference would be very noticeable,
Wiemers said.
“It’s a trade off of speed versus conven¬
ience,” Bauer remarked.
As far as future wireless expansion is con¬
cerned, this pilot project is the pivotal decision¬
making platform.
“Our goal is not to have technology for
advertisement sake, but last year we realized
wireless was something students wanted,”
Wiemers. In fact, Wiemers encourages all stu¬
dents with the right technology to go to the
Pettengill Atrium and try out the wireless sys¬
tem next semester. Student feedback is essen¬
tial and the technology department welcomes
student input throughout the online process.
Although there is no campus-wide wireless
plan currently in the works, Bauer does note
that an expansion project bringing wireless to
places like the amphitheater and Commons
would cost in the range of 1 million dollars.
“Right now we need to just get the ball
rolling and see how people will use it,”
Wiemers said.
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BCSG Holds AtLarge Elections

Debate Team Explores Worth of Gen-Eds
by JAMES BOLOGNA

NEWS WRITER
ELECTIONS
Continued from page 1
“A choice had to be made to either wait for a
blue slip or get people elected as soon as pos¬
sible,” said Laconi.
According to the BCSG, many factors con¬
tributed to the low voter turnout. “This was
only an election for the at-large representa¬
tives. All the elections are usually held on one
big day, this year they’re being staggered,” said
Laconi, “This proves that nobody reads
announces. We used postering just as heavily
as we have in past years; we had 80 posters in
Chase.”
According to the BCSG, the election pro¬
duced several positive aspects, despite the
lackluster turnout. There were candidates for
every at-large position this year, which is not
always the case, and “hopefully the RA will
step back and find new ways of putting out the
message,” said Laconi.
In the next few weeks the elections for the
trustee, faculty, and dean advisory boards will
be held, as well as the elections for the co-pres¬
idents of the class of ’05. Every year a new
member from each class is elected to the advi¬
sory committees. The co-presidents of the
other classes will be elected at the start of the
winter semester.

RA Begins New
Academic Year
by MARI K. WRIGHT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
On Monday,
September 20,
the
Representative Assembly met at 7 p.m. in
Skelton Lounge to elect new officers and com¬
mittee chair people and to discuss new busi¬
ness.
Solomon Berman ’05, chair of the
Representative Assembly, called the meeting to
order and opened the floor to committee
reports. Berman discussed the upcoming elec¬
tions of all advisory committees, informing the
assembly that nominations for these commit¬
tees will be open until Wednesday, to be fol¬
lowed by a campaigning period and elections,
which will be held Friday. Berman also report¬
ed about senior class elections and executive
officer reports.
Following this discussion were introductions
by the officers of the R.A’s Executive Council:
Jamil Zraikat ’05, president, and Christopher
van der Lugt ’05 and Shoni Caine ’05, vice
presidents. Caine, who also oversees the
Committee on Committees, discussed the
application and review process of student-fac¬
ulty committees. Students interested in serving
on committees such as the College Concert
Committee, the Budget Committee, or the
Extra-curricular and Residential Life
Committee may apply in October. Zraikat
spoke of the need for the R.A. to take a more
active role in monitoring the progress and per¬
formance of students appointed to student-fac¬
ulty committees. Zraikat also addressed the
challenges and achievements of the first exec¬
utive council, which oversaw the drafting and
implementation of the new constitution, which
was put into place late last year.
Members of the General Education
Coordinating Committee reported to the
assembly about their role in reviewing general
education requirements at Bates and increasing
student and faculty communication about the
subject.
Following the committee report were the
elections for the positions of chair, secretary
and parliamentarian of the R.A, as well as the
appointment of members of the Elections and
Judiciary Committee. Christopher Laconi was
elected chair of the R.A., and ran the remainder
of the meeting. Also elected were Lars
Olofssen, Secretary; Soloman Berman,
Parliamentarian; and Ryan Creighton, Casey
Pfitzner, Kevin O’Connor, Lars Olofsson and
Josepha Gonzales, members of the Elections
and Judiciary Committee.

Should Bates College eliminate the general
education requirements? This was the topic of
the Brooks Quimby Parliamentary Debate
Council’s first open debate of the year held
Thursday night in the Chase Hall Lounge. The
debate, which was held in a modified
Parliamentary style, featured boos, hisses, claps
and cheers of an excited audience.
The debate started with the ‘Prime Minister’
of the ‘Government,’ Ryan Creighton ’07, who
argued in favor of abolishing the gen-ed
requirements. “If you choose to take a class,
you are more likely to take it seriously,” he
argued. In his five-minute time slot he pointed
out that all Bates College students are legal
adults who can “vote, be drafted, but can’t
decide on classes.” He went on to point out the
“discrimination” that is inherent in the current
system, arguing that humanities majors must
fulfill only three science credits, while science
majors have to fulfill five humanities credits.
“Many colleges are getting rid of their core
curriculums, which makes those schools very
attractive to a potential student,” he said. Ryan
concluded his remarks by calling on Bates
College to “re-evaluate [its] policy.”
Next up at the podium was the ‘Leader of the
Opposition,’ Robert Yamartino ’07, who argued

in favor of the status quo gen-ed system in
place at Bates College. Robert compared a lib¬
eral arts education to a “cocktail party,” saying
it is essential to have a broad base of knowl¬
edge so that, like at a cocktail party, one can
“understand other ideas presented in conversa¬
tion.” Robert went on to say that through a lib¬
eral arts education, and more specifically
through the system at Bates, “you gain a broad¬
er knowledge of what it means to be human.”
The second speaker on behalf of the
‘Government’ was Kris Goulding ’07, who
immediately jumped at the opportunity to chal¬
lenge Robert’s arguments, noting that if a stu¬
dent hates a particular class/subject, how can
they be expected to “remember facts to use at a
cocktail party?” She went on to argue that gen¬
eral education requirements “kill passion for
learning” and she noted the well roundedness
of institutions like Brown University and
Hamilton College, which have no general edu¬
cation requirements.
“Brown and Hamilton were not founded by
hippies,” she said, to loud laughs from the audi¬
ence. She continued, “If it works at other
schools, why can’t it work here?”
Laura Pulchino, as the member of the
‘Opposition’ was next up to the podium, reiter¬
ated Robert’s points, saying students do not
have to adhere to a core curriculum, but instead
they have great flexibility in choosing classes.

She said the goal of a Liberal Arts education is
to “teach us how to be human beings in a glob¬
al world.” Laura argued, “Knowledge is never
wasted.”
Last to speak on behalf of the ‘Opposition’
was. the ‘Leader of the Rebuttal’ Vaibhav
Bajpai ’07, who opened by saying he “came to
America [from India] to study...I like to
study.” He argued that the mission of a Liberal
Arts education, as laid out in the Bates College
mission statement, is to offer “breadth and
depth” in the education process, to which gen¬
eral education requirements are not contrary.
He concluded by saying students want to make
themselves “marketable” but that in the process
they can “loose sight of what they really want
to do with their lives.”
The final five-minute time slot was reserved
for the ‘Prime Minister of the Rebuttal,’
Christopher Laconi ’05, who quickly attacked
Vaibhav’s arguments by saying that General
Education requirements “broaden anything
more than a transcript.” He went on to argue
that he was not able to take certain classes that
seemed interesting to him outside his major,
because he had to fulfill the requirement.
“It’s bad for the faculty.. .they have to deal
with students who don’t want [to be in their
classes],” he said. He closed his eloquent argu¬
ments by saying that general education require¬
ments are “counter to the idea of Bates.”

Camejo Outlines Independent Platform
CAMEJO
Continued from page 1
Camejo asserted, the two main political parties
represent not the voices of the people but of
their financial backers.
Beyond assessing the inherent flaws of the
current political system, Camejo also used his
speech to outline the key components of Ralph
Nader’s agenda.
“Corporate America has been holding back
the labor movement,” Camejo said, citing a sta¬
tistic that 90 percent of people have had no
increase in wage since the mid-twentieth centu¬
ry when adjusted for inflation. He also showed
the audience a chart that illustrated that the
poorest people in California pay 57 percent
more tax in proportion to their income than the
richest people in California.

“It’s tragic that no one is defending the work¬
ing people,” Camejo said.
On abortion, one of the most pertinent issues
to this year’s election, Camejo said, “It’s the
choice of the individual, not the government.”
On gay marriage, “the likelihood of someone
being gay is as likely as someone being lefthanded. People like George Bush need to get
over gay marriage.”
Camejo then turned the audience’s attention
to the war in Iraq, an issue he called “the most
important of this campaign.” The speaker
asserted that the war in Iraq is illegal by all
international law and, contrary to what
President Bush has said, has nothing to do with
9/11 whatsoever.
“This war has everything to do with oil,”
Camejo said, “and John Kerry can’t disap¬
prove of the war because the United States

(under both Democratic and Republican
administrations) has been helping Saddam
Hussein for the last 25 years.”
Rather than working to make our country
more powerful than the other nations of the
world, Camejo suggested that the United States
should focus on establishing symbiotic rela¬
tionships with other nations.
“To find solutions, we must become partners
with the people of the world.”
To close his speech, Camejo dispelled the
notion that voting independently of the twoparty system is like throwing away a vote.
“If you disagree with George Bush, don’t
waste your vote on John Kerry,” he told the
audience. “Send a clear message by voting for
the candidate you truely believe in. Truth can
only be obtained through the assertion of con¬
flicting ideas.”

EARL Report Focuses on Responsibility
EARL
Continued from page 1
it says is often associated with alcohol con¬
sumption.
“A unifying theme about this is around
behavior where alcohol is involved” Goundie
says, “probably 90% of all problematic behav¬
ior on college campuses involves alcohol.” But
Goundie is focusing on behavior and responsi¬
bility over reduction of alcohol. “If somebody’s
being responsible and having a couple of beers,
we’re not going to be too concerned,” Goundie
says, “if somebody’s having ten beers and
drinking and screaming... we’re going to be
concerned about that... If students behave like
responsible adults, great. There’s no problem.”
Though the report contains a great deal of
criticism and suggestions for improvement, the
committee purposely provided few direct solu¬
tions. Instead, the committee “envisions a mix¬
ture of student self-governance and altered
College policies as the ideal form of solution.”
Dean Goundie agrees: “my approach to
issues like the ones underscored by the EARL
report is that I want to be in partnership with
the students. ... My feeling from students is
that ... students are ready to embrace that and
say ‘You know I think we really can do better.’”
The committee wrote that one way of
encouraging acceptable behavior could be
found in changing the distribution of resi¬
dences. The report suggests that some firstyears might be placed in the Village, which
would in turn force seniors to live elsewhere on
campus “where they can act as a moderating
force.” The report also read, “if first-year stu¬
dents like their residences, they could be
allowed to stay there,” which would encourage

more attachment to their dorms.
The report suggested twice that another
means of encouraging “values of academic
achievement” is counting Short Term grades as
part of students’ GPA because it “encourages a
lower level of student academic engagement.”
Student-staff interaction was another area
that the committee felt, if improved, could help
contribute to furthering the values enumerated
in the report. The report suggested that faculty
be able to request funds to support extracurric¬
ular intellectual pursuits with their students.
The report also recommended “that faculty be
encouraged to eat meals in Commons, creating
more opportunities for informal interactions
with students,” and “faculty might be encour¬
aged to lead AESOP trips for first-year stu¬
dents, perhaps with stipends.”
With one and a half pages of the 15-page
report dedicated to it, The Dean of Students
Office received much of the focus.
The report proposed more severe penalties
for major infractions, including loss of housing
for a semester.
The RC/JA system, which the report calls
“crucial to the proper functioning of residence
halls,” received a number of suggested
changes. The report recommends that RCs and
JAs should stay on campus during Short Term
and should inspect all the rooms in their resi¬
dences before leaving after each semester.
The committee also proposed that the “level
of compensation” for the jobs be higher to
encourage more candidates to apply. Dean
Goundie says he is open to the idea of increas¬
ing pay for RC’s and JA’s but notes that their
pay is “certainly within the normal amount.”
He says that he “wouldn’t want to get into a
position where the pay is a determining moti-

vation.”
Many of the EARL report’s suggestions
revolve around money. While the college is
currently halfway through a $120 million
fundraising campaign, Dean Goundie points
out that “a lot of the campaign is to increase the
endowment.” He says much of the report is
being discussed at campus master planning
meetings and if any cogent solutions are
reached money will be reallocated. But, he
warns, “money is a finite resource.”
Dean Goundie says, “the report is a good cat¬
alyst for moving in the direction that every¬
body, including the students, wants to move.”
The moving will take place over the next few
years, he says, as students and staff begin to
work to make solutions to the report’s'sugges¬
tions.
In the e-mail accompanying the EARL
report, Professor Hochstadt wrote, “despite all
this effort, we recognize that this report is
incomplete and only a beginning to the trans¬
formation of residential life at Bates. ... It is
now up to all members of the Bates communi¬
ty to make our collective vision of what Bates
could be into the reality of what Bates is.”
The complete EARL report can be found
online at www.batesstudent.com.

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic
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Company Guaranteed Highest
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www.americanstudent.info
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Laughin’ it Up with Dan Gabriel
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
MANAGING ARTS EDITOR
Last Friday night, the Chase Hall
Committee brought its first comedian of the
fall comedy series to the Silo for a night of
laughter and fun. Dan Gabriel, a FilipinoAmerican from California, got his start with
college shows and his ability to make col¬
lege students laugh became apparent from
the moment he took the stage.
Gabriel tended to speak in a rather
monotonous voice, often rapid-firing jokes
with little inflection in his voice. This casu¬
al way of executing his jokes was funny and
worked for him and his observational
humor. He did get a bit more animated as
the night went on, occasionally using “sign
language” and strange facial expressions to
illustrate his jokes.
Gabriel began and ended his set with
some jokes about his Filipino heritage,
making fun of stereotypes that are often
pushed on him. The majority of his act,
however, was made up of sex and drugrelated jokes, which were for the most part
hilarious and occasionally over the top.
Refreshingly for the most part, Gabriel
stayed away from the standard college-inMaine jokes. It’s not unusual for comedians
to go off on ten-minute interludes of Maine
humor, joking about the weather or the
back-woods hicks that they assume make
up the majority of the state. There was also
no trace of “can you believe how much
textbooks cost?!?” humor. Gabriel joked
about topics most college kids can relate to,
without talking about college, such as ex¬
girlfriends, his parents and his pot-smoking
roommate. Who can’t relate to those
things?

by NICOLE SCOTT
ARTS WRITER

Star Search CBS.com

Comedian Dan Gabriel gave a rousing performance last
That being said, not everyone enjoyed his
sexual insights. One audience member
complained that he focused too much on
sex and perhaps some of the jokes did seem
a bit too personal. Alternatively, I over¬
heard a couple of people say that Dan
Gabriel was the best comedian they have
ever seen at Bates. The overall reaction
towards Gabriel was positive. The audience
was laughing nearly non stop and on the

few occasions when Gabriel’s jokes were
not well-received, he let it slide right off his
back, launching into a new series of jokes.
Gabriel is young and original. He has
great stage presence and seemed comfort¬
able with himself. He was genuinely fun to
watch. If the rest of the comedians the
Chase Hall Committee brings to Bates this
fall are as talented as Gabriel, it’s sure to be
a laugh-packed semester.

“While it is my belief that the theories dis¬
cussed by these characters have merit, each
individual reader must explore these charac¬
ters’ viewpoints and come to his or her own
interpretations. My hope in writing this novel
was that the story would serve as a catalyst and
a springboard for people to discuss the impor¬
tant topics of faith, religion and history. ” —Dan
Brown, author of The Da Vinci Code.
Dan Brown is “stunned,” according to his
official website, by the international success his
book met upon its publication and who can
blame him? Who would have thought a fiction¬
al book based on religious controversy (or con¬
spiracy) would gain such world wide success?
“I worked hard on this novel, and I certainly
expected people would enjoy it, but I never
imagined so many people would be enjoying it
this much,” he said, according to the same site.
“I wrote this book essentially as a group of fic¬
tional characters exploring ideas that I found
personally intriguing. These same themes obvi-

DanBrown.com
Dan Brown’s “Da Vinci Code” sold over 6,000
copies on its first day.

Is there really a job where you get to trav¬
el the world in luxury, attend elaborate social
events and still get paid? Well, according to
Bates Alum Joshua Holdeman, there is. Last
Thursday night, the art department and the
Bates College Museum of Art held its first
official Art Alum Lecture Series. The College
will now bring Bates graduates who majored
in art to speak. They will share some of their
experiences in life and career after Bates.
Joshua Holdeman is the Senior Vice
President at Christies in New York; he is also
the International Director, Department of
Photographs Director and Department of 20
Century Decorative Arts. He graduated from
Bates in 1993, double majoring in art history
and art studio. Since then, he has worked in a
New York art gallery and the Philips Auction
house before he ended up with Christies last
summer.
He gave a presentation of a few of the
influential artists of photography with whose
work he has dealt. He was involved with
works by such artists as Bruce Webber,
William Eggleston and Diane Arbus. With
each slide of art he showed, he had a witty
story of his own about the piece, as well as a
very educational perspective about its influ¬
ence. It was far from the experience that
some may have, just sitting in an art history
class with the lights dimmed and going over
paintings of Madonna and Jesus.
Holdeman’s presentation was very interest¬
ing, even for those who might not follow art.
See ART, p.ll

DA VINCI CODE: CODES, CULTS, AND RELIGION
by JENNIFER LEE
ARTS SECTION EDITOR

Art Department
to Begin New
Lecture Series

ously resonate with a great many people.”
Still on top of best seller list after 76 weeks,
historians and other scholars felt the need to see
just how impeccable Brown’s research was in
preparation for this story. Some countries found
the contents insulting and distasteful and conse¬
quently, banned it. The contents of Brown’s
books have sparked the curiosity and imagina¬
tion of the entire world, causing others to retal¬
iate and debunk Brown’s book.
So what exactly has the world crying out with
wonder or rage? To tell you the truth, I’m not
quite sure. I suspect most of the complaints
originate from the Catholic sect since Brown
gives a bad impression of them in the book.
Simply said, the book is a murder mystery. It
opens up with a murder attempt against a high¬
ly respected and renowned curator of the
Louvre named Jacques Sauniere. Before he
dies, Sauniere leaves cryptic clues in the
Louvre’s Grand Gallery directed at French,
cryptologist Sophie Neveu and Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon. Neveu and Langdon
combine wits and knowledge to solve the series
of clues dealing with history, religion and the
works of Leonardo da Vinci. Nearly every chap¬
ter ends with a cliffhanger; a perfect method
pushing people to continue reading the book.
Despite the hype and sensitivity surrounding
Brown’s book, I enjoyed reading it, simply
because the ideas presented in the book were
interesting and the events surrounding the mys¬
tery and controversy made the book a page turn¬
er. Reading the book made me feel like I was
racing through a long, empty highway on a chic,
blue Ferrari. As a work of fiction, this novel was
exciting and adventurous, and I actually learned
a few things along the way. Puzzles and codes
scattered throughout the book raise readers’
anticipation of what the book holds for them in
the end.
For readers who want to find out the secrets
of the da Vinci code themselves, keep in mind
this book is meant to be a work of fiction. If
anything, open your mind and think about the
See DA VINCI, p.ll

Murs is Better Than Your Favorite Rapper
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Music Columnist

“Murs is Better Than Your Favorite
Rapper.” This is the catch phrase from Murs’s
new album Murs 3:16 The 9th Edition
released on the Definitive Jux label. You
might see this on bumper stickers, on t-shirts
and Murs will definitely sign it on your girl¬
friend’s chest if she ever comes up to him
after a show with a sharpie. The best part
about all of this is that it’s probably true.
Murs 3:16 The 9th Edition proves that he
probably is better than your favorite rapper.
Unless your favorite rapper is Murs, in which
case this is prohibited by the laws of physics.
A veteran of the underground hip-hop
scene, Murs has turned a new page in his
career. He has always been known for his
innovative battle rhymes and fun party songs.
On recent albums, Murs has been tackling
bigger issues than getting laid and making
you look stupid, but he has taken it to anoth¬
er level on Murs 3:16 The 9th Edition. This
follow up to his last two releases, End of the
Beginning and a dual effort with Slug from
Atmosphere Felt: A Tribute to Christina
Ricci, takes a closer look into racism, the
music business, growing up poor in LA and
just being Murs, which is something that has
been missing in most of his previous work.
The new and improved lyrical content mixed
with soulful samples and beats by 9th
Wonder, who recently did a lot of memorable
work on Jay-Z’s The Black Album, has creat¬
ed possibly the best Murs album yet.
The biggest improvement on Murs 3:16
The 9th Edition is the step back Murs has
taken from his ego. While a healthy ego is an

essential ingredient for the art of the hip-hop
battle, Murs has taken his down a notch and
let his listeners see more of who he is: a real
person with real insecurities. This means an
audience can connect with the artist while
still being impressed with his prowess as an
MC.
Murs brings you into his insecurities early
in the album on the track “The Pain.” He
takes this track to explain his lack of confi¬
dence with women and to give his audience a
look at who he might be past the rapper. The
line, “Things like this don’t happen to dudes
like me/ because I’m more Cold Play than I
am Ice-T,” sums up “The Pain.” This is
something you never heard from Murs in pre¬
vious years. When Murs got serious it would
be about race, which he has continued to do in
the song “And This is For...” But here Murs
takes a different and riskier look at the prob¬
lem of racism in America.
He explores the racist nature of the under¬
ground hip-hop movement he has had a big
part of, which has a tendency to be supported
by a lot of middle class white kids. He also
looks into why he does not do as well as some
white artists and why he has fewer black fans
than white.
Murs is still the same guy he has always
been, bringing you tracks like “Bad Man!” a
witty player anthem with the chorus “I never
kissed you in public and I never held your
hand/ I never said I love you so I never was
your man.” He brings it back though with the
track “Freak These Tales” which is an autobi¬
ographical track about his early missteps with
women, but goes on to tell you all about his
later successes.
Murs’ talent as a storyteller has always
been what makes him great. Many of his
songs are like short stories that rhyme, set to
bouncing West Coast style beats. He brings
his storyteller format to tracks such as “Walk
Like a Man,” a caution against violence,
See MURS, p.ll
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West Coast Rap in Hibernation
by BERNIE HERLYN

Dogg steals the spotlight for what is dubbed a
rap album. His hooks on Dr. Dre’s “2001”
ARTS WRITER
made him famous, and on “The Hard Way” his
Just as West Coast rap was beginning to smooth, crooning baritone is a welcome bal¬
dominate the airwaves with the release of ance to the rappers, who flow with little emo¬
N.W.A’s “Straight Outta Compton” in 1989, tion. Featured on every track, singing the hook,
three artists who were then unknown came Nate Dogg frequently makes himself the star of
together to form 213. Snoop Dogg, Warren G the song, and he has the talent to do it. On
and Nate Dogg wanted to make an album “Keep it Gangsta,” Nate Dogg has the rare
showcasing themselves as a rapping and opportunity to sing his own verse, and yet
singing collaboration, but it would take until again he pulls his weight on the track. As for
2004 for recordings from this super group to Warren G and Snoop, there are only so many
times you can hear lyrics like “213 yeah we on
see the light of day.
Even with the lackluster careers of Warren G that pimp sh**// Mix in with some Crip sh**,
and Nate Dogg, the anticipation of a West that’s how it’s scripted it// Bag it up, sack it up,
Coast comeback had heightened the profile of give it to your dips and bring me half back//
213’s “The Hard Way.” The East Coast, the I’m trying to get some spinners for that brand
South and the Midwest have collectively dom¬ new Cadillac” recycled over and over before it
inated rap for the past several years, with most gets tiresome.
On Snoop’s debut album, “Doggystyle,” he
West Coast albums failing to make much of an
impact; Snoop’s last release only enjoyed displayed more energy and hunger in one song
minor success. With “The Hard Way,” 213 than he does on all of “The Hard Way.” That is
could silence the critics and declare the West not to say that the entire album is a disappoint¬
Coast a resurging force, but unfortunately, it is ment. “Lonely Girl” finds the three group
members firing on all cylinders, and the fol¬
too little, too late.
Snoop was never well known for his lyrical lowing track, “Another Summer,” is an album
content, and on the album’s opening track highlight, an homage to beautiful summer days
“Twist Yo Body,” Snoop’s rhymes are deliv¬ (those exist in Maine too, right?). Current “it”
ered with his trademark laid-back style, but producer Kanye West gives the track a laideven his charisma cannot rescue his bland back beat, evoking the warm, summer weather.
Besides a few gems such as the funk-inspired
verse. The same goes for Warren G, and this is
an unfortunate truth for the rest of the album as beat of “Gotta Find a Way,” the DJ Hi-Tek (of
well, with the lyrics and delivery coming off as Talib Kweli/Reflection Eternal fame) produced
“Absolutely,” the haunting piano loop of “My
uninspired and machine-like.
What is perhaps most surprising on ‘Twist Dirty Ho” and “So Fly,” the vast majority of the
Yo Body” and the rest of the tracks is that Nate production is too saturated with synthesizers to
make it worth¬
while. The pro¬
duction on “213
Tha
Gangsta
Clicc”
sounds
almost obnox¬
ious.
Despite
having such big
names as Missy
Elliot and Kanye
www, ffagshipcirtemBS.com West, the beats
on The Hard Way
Featuring Stadium Seating & Digital Sound
are often too
excessive or too
Movie Times Effective Fri. 9/17 Through Thurs. 9/23
bland to give the
album a cohesive
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feel.
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The release of
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this album would
Resident Evil: Apocalypse (R)
have given a
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much-needed
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boost to West
Cellullar (PG13)
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Coast rap, which
Without A Paddle (PG13)
has been all but
1:20, 4:00, 7:15, 9:20
silenced by rap’s
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other
strong¬
First Daughter (PG)
1:10, 4:05, 7:15,9:25
holds.
Snoop

“CELLULAR” LACKS ORIGINALITY
by JENNIFER LEE
ARTS SECTION EDITOR
When your cell phone rings, what are the
chances you will receive a frantic plea for help
from a random, unknown person who claims to
be kidnapped? That is the situation Ryan finds
himself thrown into while on an errand for his
ex-girlfriend near Santa Monica Pier in the film
“Cellular,” which opened on Sept. 10.
Jessica Martin (Kim Basinger, “LA
Confidential”) is a tenth-grade science teacher
with a family of her own. After dropping off
her son at the school bus stop, Jessica is kid¬
napped from her home for reasons beyond her
understanding and taken to a remote area in
Los Angeles. Locked in the attic of a house,
Jessica manages to correctly connect the wires
of a smashed telephone and establishes a con¬
nection with Ryan (Chris Evans, “The Perfect
Score”), an average college student. Ryan races
through Los Angeles to save Jessica’s life, and
nearly loses his own life in the process.
This movie lost any type of seriousness from
the start. “Cellular” is categorized as an action
thriller and “a fast-paced film reminiscent of
such edge-of-your-seat thrill rides as ‘Speed.’”
Tension? What tension? The movie came off as
an action comedy brimming with predictable
situations and outcomes. This feeling might
come from Kim Basinger’s lack of talent and
inability to sound convincingly desperate. How
in the world did she win an Academy Award for
“LA Confidential”? Or maybe it had to do with
the typical laid-back, I-don’t-take-crap attitude
exhibited by Southern Californians. Whatever
it was, I felt like the movie producers tried to
produce a parody like “Scary Movie”; instead
of dealing with elements of horror movies,
however, “Cellular” dealt with elements of
action drama.
“Cellular” is based on a script written by

Larry Cohen, who is the screenwriter for
“Phone Booth.” The script originally called for
a driver for bank robbers, and the woman was
not exactly kidnapped, but Sony Pictures
Executive Vice President Lauren Lloyd loved
the of the script.
Lloyd asked screenwriter Chris Morgan to
write the final script, who immediately agreed
because he always dreamed of writing the type
of story where the average person becomes a
hero through uncalled for circumstances. This
film is littered with remarks and antics that
dealt with stereotypical Southern Californian
behavior. The comedy present in this film has
to be the best part about this movie.
Considering that I lived in Los Angeles for the
first fifteen years of my life, I ended up laugh¬
ing most of the time, but that does not mean the
average audience would not find the movie
funny either. “Cellular” is a highly-predictable
action movie, but the humor is what pulls this
movie through. The humor in this film is due to
Morgan’s changes and additions to Cohen’s
original script.
“I'm a big fan of situational humor,” Morgan
said according to the movie’s production notes,
“And I feel like comedy plays best when it’s
the right thing at the right time and not just
somebody trying to make a joke.”
The movie has few collisions and explo¬
sions; this is done intentionally. Director David
R. Ellis (“Final Destination 2”) decided to
increase the tension in the movie by focusing
on avoiding accidents throughout the chases.
That does not mean, however, that the movie is
lacking the aforementioned characteristics, but
there is considerably less highway drama.
I would not suggest cashing in $6 or $7 to
watch this, but the movie is definitely enter¬
taining. Although frivolous and light-minded,
the movie is comical and amusing. Definitely a
favorable movie to rent.

777-5010

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid 4:50, 7:20, 9:35
The Forgotten (PG13)
1:00, 3:00, 5:00,7:25, 9:35

See RAP,

p.ll

Nixflix.com

Evans frantically searches through the LAX terminal.

Editor’s Television Pick of the Week:
“Futurama” (March 1999 - August 2003)
Description: “It’s basically a spiffy, epic future history that’s going to honor and satirize the conventions of science fiction in the guise of a
little prime-time cartoon show.” —Matt Greening, creator of Futurama and The Simpsons
Plot: Fry, a perpetual loser and delivery boy with no future, ironically gets thrust into the future when he accidentally gets cryogenically
frozen after a pizza delivery on New Year’s Eve. After a millennium, he is unfrozen and finds himself in a world filled with robots, one-eyed
humans, flying vehicles, suicide booths, head museums and aliens of all shapes and sizes. Fry meets Professor Farnsworth, his great-greatgreat-great-great grand nephew, who creates an intergalactic space delivery service (that mostly delivers contraband) that Fry and his gang
of newly-found space age friends carry out.
TV Listing: Cartoon Network from Mondays to Thursdays at 11:30 p.m. and Saturdays at 11 p.m. Also, Tuesdays to Fridays at 2:30 a.m.
and Sundays at 2 a.m.

)

The Lowdown: This show is far better than “The Simpsons.” Not only do you have Groening’s typical dysfunctional groups and individu¬
als, but the main characters have more interesting character developments due to the nature of the surroundings in “Futurama.” The show
parodies not only contemporary issues tackled in “The Simpsons" such as environmental, societal, historical, political and family problems,
but it also makes fun of science-fiction and pop culture and rolls all these things into one. You end up with a cartoon filled with rip-roaring
fun and laughter. Even though “Futurama” is limited to the artistic work of “The Simpsons,” the breadth of creativity and humor in this car¬
toon exceeds “The Simpsons.”
Unfortunately, you can’t watch new episodes of this show anymore, but it’s never too late to start watching. DVDs up to the fourth season
are available.
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Host of Bands Rock
A Small Crowd at the Silo
by PATRICK LAVENDER

ARTS WRITER
This past Saturday from 6:30 to 10:30, the
Silo hosted a variety of bands with headliners,
“The Minus Scale.” The crowd ranged from
dedicated musical Batesies to a group of high
school girls. Thinking this was definitely not
my crowd, my first reaction was to bolt for the
door and return to the usual comfort of Smith.
However, the lights went off, the music began
to play and the night began.
The bands ranged from ska to punk to rock,
and all of them were very loud. A band called
“Heston Rifle” showed creativity and promis¬
ing song-writing ability. At root, the band has a
typical modem ska sound, but a violin player
adds air of credibility to the b?r and makes
the sound more interesting. Ti.
Tew York
City based band actually placed violin solos in
the midst of a loud ska song. The polar sounds
blended well to produce a pleasurable musical
experience.
“The Minus Scale” (with Mark Tobey, a sen¬
ior at Bates) also gave an interesting perform¬
ance. It’s easy to peg the band as having a Good

Charlotte sound, but hearing them live proved
this was a rash generalization of their music.
The songs had interesting electric guitar ballads
(think “The Strokes”), and a light touch that
made them danceable, and yes, there was actu¬
ally dancing going on. If you’re trying to gauge
the sound, think of a mash of “Blink-182,” “Ok
Go, Good Charlotte” and “Something
Cooperate” (though I doubt if they would
describe themselves as such).
Rather than a clear distinction between band
and audience, the lines seemed to blur. This
invigorated the small audience, creating an
ambiance of being in the band’s own basement,
watching them practice. For the last song, audi¬
ence members actually harmonized with the
band’s lead singer. All in all, I enjoyed the night
and this performance definitely deserved a big¬
ger audience. I would go again.
When listening to their new CD, “Apathy
Apathy!” , it’s hard to hear the raw sound that
made the band good live. However, iTunes
users can log onto “Patrick” and listen to “The
Minus Scale” to get a better idea of their sound.
The song “One Last Chance” is my personal
favorite.

Rap Needs to Pick Up Slack
RAP
Continued from p. 10
Dogg, Warren G and Nate Dogg had a golden
opportunity to declare that the West Coast
could still compete with everyone else, yet not
even Nate Dogg’s brilliance can be the album’s
saving grace. Moreover, 213 decided to use
Dave Chapelle’s impersonation of Rick James
as an interlude, but given James’ recent pass-

ing, the move is executed in poor taste. During
the recorded phone conversation between
Snoop and Warren G on the “Intro” track, when
asked what he thinks about the state of West
Coast rap, the latter affirms: “I haven’t heard
any West Coast rap.” Unless someone else
picks up the slack or Dr. Dre decides to revive
his cancelled “Detox” album, we will not be
seeing a resurgence from the West Coast any
time soon.

NINTH WONDER BRINGS
OUTBESTINMURS

BROWN HOPES TO
ENCOURAGE THOUGHT

MURS

Continued from p. 9

DA VINCI

Continued from p. 9
ideas the book brings forth within the pages.
Don’t get carried away. Please.
In case you’re wondering, Brown is
Christian. He also added on his official website
that he “[considered himself to be] a student of
many religions. The more I learn, the more
questions I have. For me, the spiritual quest will
be a life-long work in progress.” As for the con¬
troversy, Brown does not seem intimidated by
it. “My sincere hope is that The Da Vinci Code,
in addition to entertaining people, will serve as
an open door for readers to begin their own
explorations,” he said. “Suddenly, enormous
numbers of people are passionately debating
important philosophical topics and regardless
of the personal con¬
clusions that each of
us draws, the debate
can only help to
strengthen
our
understanding
of
our own faith.”
746
Dan Brown grad¬
uated from Amherst
College and taught
English for a few
years
before
becoming a full¬
Movie Times Effective Fri. 9/24 Through Thurs. 9/30
time writer. He is
the
son
of a
Presidential Award
Sky Captain & The World of Tomorrow 1:30, 4:20, 7:15, 9:25 winning math pro¬
Mr. 3000 (PG13)
1:55, 4:30, 6:55, 9:05
fessor and a profes¬
sional sacred musi¬
Wimbledon (PG13)
2:00, 4:05, 7:00, 9:15
cian and grew up
Garden State (R)
1:50, 4:00
immersed in sci¬
First Daughter (PG)
1:35, 3:50, 6:50, 9:00
ence and religion.
“The Da Vinci
Cellular (PG13)
1:45, 4:15, 7:25, 9:30
Code” is being
Fahrenheit 9/11 (R)
2:05, 7:10
adapted
by
Wicker Park (PG13)
4:25, 9:35
Columbia Pictures
and will arrive in
Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
1:45, 3:55, 6:50, 9:10
theaters in the near
Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G) 1:40, 4:10
future.

“Trevor and Them” a funny track about kids
from theneighborhood who fell into petty
crime, and “H-U-S-T-L-E” a story about lit¬
tle jobs he created as a kid to start his career
and keep himself out of trouble.
The production 9th Wonder has brought
out the best in Murs. The music is slowed
down and souled up. This introspective
and more serious side of Murs is refresh¬
ing and welcome. On a scale of 1-27 on
the Hip-Hop-Meter, this album rates
between 18 and 20 depending on the
mood, the lighting and the company. On
a scale of 1-27 on the Murs-Meter Murs
3:16 The 9th Edition gets at least a 27.

AUBURN
Center St

746-8605

www, ftagshlpcln&ma&.coi

Without a Paddle (PG13)
Exorcist: The Beginning (R)
Bourne Supremacy (PG13)

VILLAGE CLUB SERIES

2:10, 4:35, 7:05, 9:20
7:00, 9:35
7:20, 9:45

Kerry Getz

Nels Nelson/The Bates Student

Kerry Getz at her performance last Thursday.
escape between songs. A note to any
future singers: if people leave in the mid¬
dle of your show, thank them for coming.
Megan Richardson
Don’t beg them to stay or ask someone to
lock the doors. It's pathetic. We all know
Managing Arts Editor
you’re bombing; you don’t have to remind
us.
Her songs were mostly about her failure
in love, or about how she had no self-con¬
fidence. Now most people write about
Kerry Getz flew all the way across the
failures in love, but coupled with her con¬
country last Thursday to perform in the
stant reminders that she had no confidence
weekly Village Club Concert Series.
and with her all around negative attitude,
Unfortunately, the flight left her jetthese songs were depressing beyond
lagged and her performance left some¬
belief. It would
thing to be desired.
_ - almost have been
A songwriter who
funny, if she had
grew up playing her
been joking. But
brother’s guitar and
she really, really
trying to emulate
was depressed. It
such idols as Joni
was hard to watch.
Mitchell, Getz has
She has been
undeniable vocal tal¬
well received in
ent. Her voice is loud
other places, and
and clear, without a
other
reviews
trace of raspy or
praise her singing
whispery
singing,
and songwriting
even when she’s
abilities. Perhaps
exhausted. However,
in other perform¬
a nice voice can only
ances she is not
get you so far, and
quite as cranky, or
Getz’s poor stage
perhaps
other
presence, depressing,
reviewers do not
songs, and horrible
mind watching a
attitude had students
person degrade herself to no end. It is
running for the door a few songs into the
quite possible that her lack of rest and the
show.
long day of travel threw her off. However,
It took her a while to get moving
her performance last Thursday lacked the
between songs and in those long, drawnenthusiasm and cheer that is usually one
out pauses, she either didn’t talk, or talked
of the best parts of the Village Club
about how she had no self-confidence and
Series. Getz’s overall performance was
how nobody liked her. These comments
weak and unenjoyable, as was illustrated
may have been taken as slightly humorous
when the majority of the audience left
jokes, had she not repeated them after
before the show was half over. Is Kerry
each song and if it had not been quite so
Getz vocally talented? Yes. Socially gift¬
painfully obvious that they were true. Her
ed? Absolutely not. And unfortunately for
lack of confidence was made clear when
Getz, a good performer needs a little bit of
she begged students to stay as they tried to
both to be great.

A note to any future
singers: if people leave
in the middle of your
show, thank them for
coming. Don’t beg them
to stay or ask someone
to lock the doors. It’s
pathetic. We all know
you’re bombing; you
don’t have to remind us.

Bates Alum Joshua Haldman Speaks
ART
Continued from p. 9
He shared with us several stories from his
work. One example from his work experience
that could happen to someone in any field
was when he booked a
flight for his boss, but
accidentally
to
the
wrong city. Needless to
say he received an agi¬
tated message from his
boss when he arrived in
the wrong Jackson.
Some words of wis¬
dom he gave to Batesies
about choosing a career: do what you love,

because you’ll be way ahead of the game if
you do, use your strengths, and treat everyone
exactly the same, for business purposes as
well as moral reasons. He also mentioned
that while he does love his job for all its
perks, there is a lot
of work involved.
Don’t we wish it
could come that
easy.
Joshua Haldman
was a lively speaker
and
was
very
informative even for
those not interested
in art. If the rest of
the Bates Alum
speakers are like
Haldman, we are in for a treat!

...Do what you love,
because you’ll be way
ahead of the game if you
do, use your strengths, and
treat everyone exactly the
same...

Cfie Pates g>tubent

Question on the Quad

Tuesday, September 14, 2004

What is your advice for
the Class of 2008?

“Men in tight
trousers.”

“The Robot.”

“What’s question on
the quad?”

“When video killed the
radio star.”

Elisa Orme ‘07

Will McElhinny ‘07

James Bologna ‘08

Sarah Neukom ‘05

Reporting and photographs by Caitlin Hurley and Nels Nelson

Welcome Back Bates Students
Papa John's
I One 16” X-Large \
I Cheese Pizza I
mi
iff

ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
Tender, crispy and golden brown. Perfect for dipping!
SI! ■

l
l
1

.

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN

I Coupon required. Expires 5/31/05 Hot vabd with any other I

PAPA JOHNS
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza, m
»
9~ ~

>

’ mt

* offer. Valid oniy at participating locations. Customer pays all *
^applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

Papa John's
Papa Wing's or Chickenstrips & Breadsticks or Cheestick

$Q99
A

only

•

Coupon required. Expires 5/31/05
Customer pays ail applicable sales tax.

Lewiston
850 Lisbon Street

786-7272

Papa John's II
Two 14” Medium I
One Topping
I

$40 99
only I V

I
I

AVAILABLE IN ORIGINAL OR THIN

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT Z

I Coupon required. Expires 5/31/05 Not valid with any other I
* offer. Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all ■
■ applicable sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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RED SOX STUMBLE IN BIG On Deck This Wf.f.k
SERIES IN THE BRONX
BATES ACTION

sox
Continued from p.18

with control and consistency. Wakefield’s
true value in the playoffs will be out of the
bullpen, where he will be the most fierce
change-of-pace reliever in the majors.
For New York, the biggest plus is quite
obvious: this fearsome lineup has finally
come alive.
Many may suggest New York’s starting
pitching, which was no doubt encouraging
for Yankee fans as all three starters were stel¬
lar despite a staff-wide disappointing season.
But the Yankees’ starting pitching was sus¬
pect from spring training: Mussina has not
pitched for the Yankees the way he did
throughout his career in the serene environ¬
ment of Baltimore; Kevin Brown is one of
the least-healthy pitchers in the majors with¬
out clubhouse walls interfering; Jon Lieber,
though a former 20-game winner, is coming
off nearly two years away from the game and
major arm surgery. Jose Contreras wore out
his welcome and was replaced by Esteban
Loaiza, who is shaping up to be the worst
Yankee acquisition since Jeff Weaver.
Clearly, the unreliability of this staff in 2004
should not have been a surprise.
But the offense, despite its fantasy- base¬
ball-like construction, has not come through
the way most expected. There is no denying
that New York has home run hitters; they lead
the majors after all, and are in the top 5 in
slugging percentage (SLG) and on-base per¬
centage plus slugging percentage (OPS).
But what is troublesome for New York is
that there is not a single .300 hitter on the
team, despite such names as Rodriguez,
Sheffield, Jeter, Matsui, and Giambi.
Whether they are underperforming or it is
simply a hitting strategy, clearly the Yankees
do not hit for average as well as they should.
That changed this weekend, where they
sprayed balls all over the field against
Boston, especially in game two, when New
York opened up the game with nine runs in
two innings, with no extra-base hits. It was
an old-school baseball man’s dream: singles,
stolen bases, walks; you had to rub your eyes
and make sure it wasn’t Paul O’Neill or Tino
Martinez, but today’s swing-for-the-fences
sluggers.
This is significant because in today’s
game, despite what the highlights may sug¬
gest, winning does not necessarily require
great power hitting. Florida, who filleted
New York all over the diamond in the 2003

World Series was 19th in home runs in the
regular season that year, and won with chem¬
istry, speed, and smart baseball. Anaheim
won in a similar fashion the year before, and
was even worse power-wise, going 21st in
homers.
If the Yankees can continue to play smart
baseball, hit to all fields, and get players on
base, the questions that have arisen will go
away. But that does not mean that the ques¬
tions are unwarranted. The starting pitching,
already addressed, would be one of the weak¬
est in the playoffs given that the Yankees
qualify. The relief pitching, perhaps the best
in the league, has been troublesome of late as
Tom Gordon and Paul Quantrill, a frightening
1-2 punch of former Red Sox, have showed
signs of overuse. Mariano Rivera has not
wavered in the same fashion, but the mis¬
takes he has made have been big: his two
losses are both to Boston, including the brawl
game of July, and Friday’s contest.
Offensively, the Yankees are without Jason
Giambi. Sure, he has made it back into the
lineup, but the 2004 Giambi is less effective
at the plate than Doug Mirabelli, and the
slugger seems to have a new mysterious dis¬
ease pop up every week. Not to mention that
he’s thinner than Pokey Reese.
The Sox troubles are in some ways similar.
Pedro and Curt Schilling provide arguably
the best front-of-the-rotation pitching in
baseball, which is huge come playoff time.
The rest of the staff looks shaky, including
Wakefield and Lowe’s inconsistency, and the
fact that Terry Adams and Mike Myers are
starting to remind Bostonians of the Jeff
Suppan and Scott Sauerbeck additions of
2003. The rest of the bullpen, with the
exception of Foulke, has holes as well, as
Alan Embree and Mike Timlin look less like
their dominating selves of last postseason.
Offensively, Boston looks great, and leads
in many categories, including runs, doubles,
RBI, and OPS. But Terry Francona may have
too many pieces to work with, and must be
careful not to hurt feelings when deciding
between Kevin Millar, Trot Nixon, and Doug
Mientkiewicz for first base and right field,
and the plethora of middle infielders to fill
out the diamond.
This weekend’s series has provided New
York doubters with ample reason to regain
the faith they’ve lost after three straight fail¬
ures at World Series glory and a season of
frustration, marked by an average August—
unheard of in Yankee history. But we won’t
go into history.
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WOMEN’S TENNIS @ TUFTS
MEN”S SOCCER @ ST. JOSEPHS .
WOMEN’S SOCCER @ SOUTHERN MAINE
VOLLEYBALL VS. SOUTHERN MAINE
FIELD HOCKEY VS. GORDON COLLEGE
GOLF @ STATE OF MAINE CHAMPIONSHIP
(@RIVERSIDE GOLF CLUB) P.M.
WOMEN”S TENNIS @ITA CHAMPIONSHIP
(@ WILLIAMS)
VOLLEYBALL AT MIT TOURNAMENT
MEN’S and WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY AT
HARRIER CLASSIC(@FRANKLIN PARK)
FIELD HOCKEY VS CONNECTICTUT COLLEGE
FOOTBALL @ TRINITY
MEN’S SOCCER VS CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
WOMEN’S SOCCER VS. CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
GOLF @ NESCAC CHAMPIONSHIP!@ MIDDLEBURY)
WOMEN’S SOCCER VS. SALEM STATE

3 P.M.
4 P.M.
4 P.M.
4 P.M.
5 P.M.
10 AM
9 A.M
TBA
10 A.M.
NOON.
1 P.M
2 P.M
11A.M.
TBA
2 P.M.

Wanless after Bates
Wanless
Continued from p. 16

news that Wanless had been honored. “I’m
not the least bit surprised that Liz received
this award. She is probably the hardest work¬
ing athlete I’ve ever met, and I once saw
Randell Cunningham at the mall!”
Although her athletic career at Bates end
ed last May, with her second national title,
Wanless also won the shot put title during the
indoor track and field season, she is still
competing in track and field with Olympic
aspirations. Wanless is currently enrolled at
the University of Florida where she will
compete for the Gator’s women’s outdoor
track and field team as a graduate student.
She hopes that competing with the best ath¬

letes in the country at the Division I level will
help her fulfill her dreams of competing in
the Olympics. “I look forward to following
her career as she seeks to make the USA track
team - and the Olympics - in 2008,” said
Graef.
Life at the University of Florida can not be
any more different for Wanless when com¬
pared to her time spent here at Bates,
although she believes there are some things
that we here at Bates share with her new
home. “When it comes down to passion for
sport, Bates and Florida don’t seem that dif¬
ferent.” Wanless’s passion for sport is evi¬
dent in the eyes of the people that know her
best, and now it is also seen by the entire
NCAA community after being honored with
the Woman of the Year award.

Top Performers
-Mike Downing, Joel Anderson, and David Krause finished
7th, 8th, and 9th respectively at the 29-team UMassDartmouth invitational on Saturday. The trio helped Bates to a
first-place finish, 58 points ahead of Brown.
- Katherine Creswell and Leslie Milk both finished in the top
25 to lead Bates at UMass-Dartmouth. Creswell finished in
19:37 while Milk followed her in 19:41.

1225 Center St.,
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A sophomore from Cleveland
Heights, Ohio, Sprague made 10
saves to record her first career
victory in Field Hockey’s 2-1 win
over the University of Southern
Maine.

acce&uvUea, fan ‘Sotfea, atudeafo

Sarah Sprague
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Volleyball Suffers First Losses
by ALEX SCHINDEL
SPORTS WRITER
Fresh off two consecutive wins to open the
season, the Bates College Women’s Volleyball
team faced Colby in a non-conference match
on Wednesday. Colby was able to defeat Bates
30-28 in all three games; however the overall
sentiment from the team was that it was not
their best performance.
“Not to fake anything away from Colby, but
we felt that we beat ourselves.”
“We made way too many mistakes,” said co¬
captain Olivia Zurek. Fellow captain Elizabeth
Blakeley shared a similar sentiment stating, “It
was our mistakes that cost us.”
Olivia Zurek led the Bobcats attack with 15
kills and 14 digs, while Liz Santy had 10 kills
and 16 digs, and Katie Graeff added 29 assists
and 11 digs. Colby was led by Cait Cleaver
with 15 kills and nine digs.
Next, Bates traveled to Hamilton on Friday
for three conference matches. Bates opened
the weekend against Hamilton College. Bates
had an easy win against an overall less talented
Hamilton team in three games, with scores of
30-14, 30-12, and 30-21 respectively. This vic¬
tory marked the Bobcats first conference win of
the season.
Unlike during the Colby match, the Bobcats
were able to execute their game plan well.
“(We) served tough that game and passed
well,” stated Zurek.
In this match the team had a better overall
focus than they had in the previous game
against Colby.
“(We) kept our focus up considering that it
wasn’t the most challenging team we played.
We made them play to our level,” said junior

Golf Falls to UMF at
Scenic Belgrade Lakes
by SCOTT PRIEST
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
Facing harsh wind and stiff competition, the
golf team was defeated by the University of
Maine-Farmington over the weekend at the
Belgrade Lakes Golf Club.
Junior Sam Haaz led the Bobcats on Sunday
with an 84, followed closely by senior Danny
Dodson and sophomore Chris Foster, who each
scored an 85. Rounding out the top four was
freshman Alex Jacobson, who was six back of
the Bobcat lead with a score of 90.
“It was a good match today,” said Dodson,
among the leaders for Bates for the second
week in a row, “but the wind was so cold and
was blowing constantly.”
“We all played fairly well given the weath¬
er and are excited about next weekend,” he
continued.
Weather distractions aside, the course,
ranked in the top 100 public courses in the
nation by Golf Digest, provided a challenging
and attractive course for the Bobcats.
“The course was in incredible shape and
had a phenomenal layout with spectacular
views on many different holes,” said Dodson.
Saturday was supposed to be Bates’ home
opener at their new course at Martindale
Country Club in Auburn, but was washed out
due to rain. Instead, Sunday’s match against
UMF served as the lone warm-up for the
Bobcats, who are scheduled for two big meets
next weekend.
The State of Maine Championships at the
Riverside Golf Club in Portland on Friday will
pit Bates against the best competition in the
state, including rivals Colby and Bowdoin,
who also missed last Saturday’s action because
of the rain.
The following day Bates will travel to
Vermont as Middlebury hosts the NESCAC
Championships. The two-day tournament will
feature the best competition in the conference
and will be the Bobcats’ biggest test to date, as
they follow up last season’s success at
NEIGA’s.
“We are very excited about State of Maine’s
and NESCAC’s,” said Dodson. “Overall we
are pleased with how we have played and are
doing better this year.”

Liz Santy.
Zurek again led the Bobcats with an impres¬
sive performance, recordingl2 kills and seven
digs. Graeff added 19 assists, Blakeley had
seven kills and six blocks, and sophomore
Lauren Gold had nine digs and three aces for
the Bobcats. First year, Rebecca Kunzendorf
had an impressive debut recording 11 assists
and three aces in her first collegiate match.
Kunzendorf commented on her first match,

“Not to take anything away
from Colby, but we felt that we
beat ourselves,” said senior co¬
captain Olivia Zurek.
saying, “Playing in the match on Friday was
great. It was fun to get out on the court and get
to play in my first collegiate match. I was nerv¬
ous but the other girls on the team had faith in.
me and made me know that I was going to do
fine.”
On Saturday the Bobcats looked to continue
their stellar play against fellow NESCAC
opponent Middlebury. However, as in the
Colby game, the Bobcats could not find their
focus.
“We didn’t really show up. We made a lot of
unnecessary mistakes,” said Blakeley.
“We just had a mental block and couldn’t get
past it,” said Santy.
Standout players for Bates included Olivia
Zurek who had 10 kills and seven digs, while
Katie Graeff added 32 assists, and Jasmine
McDavid had nine kills and two blocks.
For the nightcap, the Bobcats were able to
put the Middlebury game behind them when
they faced perennial NESCAC powerhouse

Williams. The Bobcats were not expected to
win or even compete against a superior
Williams squad, however Bates was able to
force five games before eventually falling to
Williams, 19-30, 30-26, 33-31, 14-30, 9-15.
“We went into that game without any expec¬
tations, so we didn’t have any added pressure,”
said Santy.
Bates played by far their best match of the
season, with every player clicking at all the
right moments. The Bobcats forced an excel¬
lent Williams team to play their very best vol¬
leyball. Games two and three were the stand¬
out games of the match where every player
seemed to be in sync.
“Games two and three were very good. We
had a lot of energy,” said Blakeley. A match
such as this only demonstrates what the team
can achieve when every player is synchronized
in every aspect.
“That game showed us our potential,” said
Zurek. “(It) showed that we can beat anyone
else.”
Olivia Zurek once again led the Bobcats’
attack recording 25 kills andll digs. Junior
Jasmine McDavid added 10 kills and two
blocks, while Santyhad 11 kills and 12 digs,
and Graeff had 53 assists and fouraces. With
this loss, the Bobcats’ record dropped to 3-3
overall and 1-2 in NESCAC Conference play.
The Bates players are looking forward to
playing both Colby and Middlebury again this
season to prove to both teams that first games
were not characteristic of how the Bates vol¬
leyball team plays. Bates will look to continue
their excellent play from the Williams match as
they prepare for the University of Southern
Maine in the Bobcats’ home opener on
Wednesday at 7:00 PM.

FIRSTYEARS SHINE IN WOMEN’S SOCCER
by LUCY PIACENZA
SPORTS WRITER
Well done, class of ’08! The Bates soccer
women showed the St. Joseph’s Monks how
Bobcats play soccer this past Wednesday in
their season opener. The game proved to be
a promising season opener for the Bates’
women and an equally impressive career
opener for seven members of the class of
2008. Almost all of the freshmen seven got
playing time, quickly acclimating them to
the collegiate level of play.
Bates took an early lead, scoring three
times in the first half. Mary Bucci and Ceci
Clark scored within 12 minutes of one
another, signalling that the game would be
played mostly on the Monk’s side of the
field. Allison Emery scored her first col¬
lege career goal in the first half as well,
with help on an assist by Jenna Benson,

bringing the Bobcats to a 3-0 lead by the
end of the first half. Sara Gips scored the
fourth goal at the end of a long string of
passes.
Playing impressively under the pressure
of starting in her first collegiate soccer
match, Emily Howieson recorded a shutout,
showing her teammates and coach that she
is certainly not a force to be reckoned with.
Molly Wagner started as well, making the
class of 2008 even more proud.
Coach Jim Murphy told the girls they
played really well as a team, proving all
their preseason work and bonding paid off.
One freshman on the team noted, “the
upperclassmen make sure the freshmen are
part of the team. It’s a really friendly envi¬
ronment.”
This team has worked hard, and now
they’ve proven to everyone (especially St.
Joseph’s) that they really can play well.

Experience is Paying Off
for Women’s Tennis

Courtesy of Bates College Office of
Communications and Media Relations

Bates number one Tara DeVito won
her match against USM.
TENNIS
Continued from p. 16

That experience has made our team much
stronger. Harris, who hardly lost a match in the
spring, and Nochomvitz have continued to
improve their games over the summer.
Junior Liz Currie, who played in the #1 spot
last spring, “brings a lot of firepower to the
lineup” said Coach Gastonguay.
He continued, “I am very excited about the
level of play on this year’s team. Tara DeVito,
our number one singles player returns to
defend her spot along with Heather Bracken,
Lindsay Yost, Diana Wilkinson and Erin
Bednarek who all played in the top six at some
point last year. With the addition of Cecilia
Grissa and Mallika Raghavan, who lead a
strong first year class, there is a lot of competi¬
tion for the eight varsity spots. This demon¬
strates that the program is growing in the right
direction. This level of competition will make
us tougher and stronger as we face some of the
best teams in the nation this year.”
This past weekend the women’s team trav¬
eled to Connecticut College to face their first
NESCAC opponent. At the end of the day and
after many close matches, the Bobcats were
only able to come up with two victories. The
first win came from Grissa and Currie at third
doubles. And Nochomvitz won an exceptional¬
ly close three set match at third singles.
However, this close defeat doesn’t seem to
be getting the Bobcats down. Senior captain
Lindsay Yost said, “With a lot of experience
and new talent, the team is working hard to be
competitive in NESCAC matches.”
Their next match will be this Tuesday at
Tufts. As of now the lady Bobcats are 1-1 on
the season.

Livengood Finishes Off UMF With Late Goal
by KRISTEN JOHNSON
SPORTS WRITER
In their second game of the season, the
Men’s soccer team beat the University of
Maine Farmington. Senior Ian Livengood
lofted the ball over Seabren Reeves, the
UMF goalkeeper, with less than 16 min¬
utes to go to give Bates the 2-1 victory in
a non-league game.
Livengood’s first career goal was assist¬
ed by a pass to the top of the penalty area
by junior David Shear and marked Bates’
first lead of the game.
UMF took the lead in the 51st minute
off a rebound that Joe Conway put into the
bottom left corner. Bates responded less
than a minute and a half later as freshman
Duane Pelz scored his first career goal
into the top left corner off of a corner kick
by sophomore Jacob Bluestone.
The Bobcats outshot UMF 19-3, but
-were only able to get two past Reeves who
played tough to keep the Beavers in the
game. James Kenly, senior captain, made
two saves in 79 minutes for the Bobcats.
The Bobcats played well and were able

to maintain a high level of play coming
off of their strong performance against
Bowdoin, even in a non-league mid-week
match.
This past weekend the Bobcats were
supposed to face Amherst away; however,
Hurricane Ivan caused the game to be can¬
celed and rescheduled for later in the sea¬
son.
“The atmosphere in the locker room
before kickoff at Amherst was focused
and positive, but then the news came that
the field was flooded and we had to come
home. Hopefully, the momentum will
carry over through St. Joe’s and on to our
first home NESCAC game against
Connecticut College this Saturday,” said
Kenly.
Livengood added light-heartedly, “We
were ready to go, but Amherst never
showed up to play.”
The Bobcats now 1-1-0, prepare to play
St. Joseph’s away this Wednesday. This
Saturday the Bobcats will face Conn.
College at 2 p.m. in their first home
NESCAC match of the season.

Courtesy of Bates College Office of
Communications and Media Relationst

Junior David Shear.
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WILD WEEKEND IN
SOX-YANKS RIVALRY
by SCOTT PRIEST
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
After Boston’s recent 25-5 stretch in which
the team looked as it does only in Sox fans’
dreams, or in April, all eyes moved to this
past weekend with a playoff-shaping series
against the division-leading New York
Yankees. Their lead trimmed to 3.5 games,
the Yanks looked hardly like the juggernaut
their roster implies them to be, but playing in
Yankee Stadium seemed enough to keep them
considered the favorites for this series, if not
the division title and playoff success.
The series has now come and gone: The
Sox took game one in nail-biting fashion,
then proceeded to be nailed by New York in
games two and three by a combined score of
25-5, numbers eerily the same as their recent
record. As the Yankees claimed a 4.5 game
division lead, probably insurmountable if it
wasn’t already, many Boston fans may be
headed to the nearest ledge.
The stats look terrible for Red Sox Nation.
New York outscored Boston 27-8, hitting
.307 to Boston’s .200, which looks like a
team of Manny Ramirezes versus a team of
Bubba Crosbys.
But this weekend’s series provided some
pluses, and minuses, in each team’s perform¬
ance as we look ahead to October.
For Boston, the biggest plus must be
Bronson Arroyo.
Arroyo entered the year hardly on the
minds of most Sox fans. An impressive ’03
playoffs aside, most fans considered ByungHyun Kim the team’s fifth starter once Keith
Foulke was brought in forever ending the
possibility of Kim as a closer.
Kim, hardly a Yankee killer for those who
remember his 2001 World Series meltdown
of Red Sox proportions, has been in an El
Duque-like exile for the year, with little hope
that he will return the way Hernandez has for

New York. Taking his place is the young
right-hander with his own quirky windup,
Arroyo, who has planted himself as one of
the key figures in the most heated rivalry in
baseball.
Arroyo will perhaps be remembered most
for hitting Alex Rodriguez with a pitch in the
momentum-changing July series in Boston,
which of course resulted in one of the most
entertaining fights since Pedro Martinez
tossed Don Zimmer to the ground.
Fast forward to Friday, where Arroyo
entered a matchup against Hernandez, who
has easily been the most effective starter for
the Yankees in the past two months, going 80 with 76 K’s and a 2.51 ERA since his
return. On paper, it was the one game that
looked to favor the Yankees: Derek Lowe and
Jon Lieber are a wash, and Martinez has been
excellent much of this year, whereas his
opponent, Mike Mussina, has been mediocre.
But Arroyo looked fantastic pitching in
New York, allowing just four hits in six
innings against one of the most intimidating
teams, and in one of the most intimidating
situations, in baseball history. His stellar per¬
formance was a capper to a fine six-game
stretch: 4-0, 29 K’s in 35 1/3 innings, slim¬
ming his ERA down nearly three-tenths of a
run.
The youngster is making a case that, if the
Red Sox get a chance to play in the postsea¬
son, he would be most appropriate for the 3rd
starting spot. Though it seemed that Derek
Lowe, who had one of his all-time poor pitch¬
ing performances against New York on
Saturday, had conquered his mental problems
with his series winning strikeout in game 5 of
the first round of the AL playoffs last year, he
clearly has not. While this year’s drama has
not affected veteran Tim Wakefield the same
way, the knuckle-bailer has his own problems

HIKE WILLIAMS DESERVED
BETTER FROM THE NCAA
STUDENT ATHLETES
Continued from p. 16
sport. It’s especially wrong when the wealthy
people associated with the schools that these
kids play for are profiting from their losses.
I’m as much of a college sports fan as any¬
one. I think it is much better cheering for a
team tied to an academic institution than some
anonymous owner. I would watch interstate
rivals battle for yearly pride long before I’d
watch an NBA finals game.
Like a lot of people, I told myself it would be
fun to go to school somewhere with a top qual¬
ity Division I sports program. Let’s face it, its
hard to defend your teams to your friends who
go to North Carolina or Duke.
What I realize now, however, is that I would¬
n’t have wanted to go somewhere like that.
Athletics at that level require some serious
accommodations on the part of the institution.
For most competitive Division I schools, that
means looking at athletic ability above all else.
That’s not to say that there aren’t exception¬
al athletes at Bates. A great proportion of the
student population here plays a sport, and a
very high number of them compete at the high¬
est national level. The difference is that Bates
athletes have met other standards that the stu¬
dents, faculty, and staff of the college deem

necessary as well.
Another difference between Bates athletes
and those from Division I schools? Bates ath¬
letes are not on scholarship. Division I athletes,
whether they want to or not, are trading their
talents for scholarship money. In doing so, they
also risk being exploited by the system that is
the NCAA. This is a trade-off that Bates ath¬
letes do not have to make.
There is something to be said for true colle¬
giate athletics. The kind of rivalry that Bates
and Colby create (and other NESCAC schools
like Williams and Amherst) stems from the
great respect that these institutions have for all
facets of their opponents. We want to beat
Colby because they are so gosh dam similar to
us, but damn it we’re better than them. That’s
why the NESCAC is one of the most entertain¬
ing conferences in the country, Division I or III.
Athletics are a large part of the definition of
what it means to be at Bates. Almost everyone
on campus partakes in some kind of physical
activity, whether for a college team, a club
team, an intramural team, or just for them¬
selves. Some of us are All-Americans, and
some of us are not. Regardless of the reason,
we play because we love doing it, and because
it helps define who we are. That’s a sentiment
that can get lost in the shuffle of big- time col¬
lege athletics.

FIELD HOCKEY WINS ONE,
DROPS TWO OTHERS
Erin Chandlers Overtime goal lifts the Bobcats over USM

See SOX, p.13

SPEND A SEMESTER
OVERSEAS
(and stay in the U. S.)

Courtesy of Bates College Office of Communications and Media Relations

Sophomore Liz Greenwood scores the first goal against USM.
by SCOTT PRIEST
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Learn in the vibrant, multi-cultural community of Honolulu. Enjoy a
university experience like no other. Be far away, but at home with the
language and customs. It all adds up to a semester you 11 never forget.

A Semester ALMOST Abroad at the
University of Hawai i at Manoa
For complete information.
visit www.hawaii.edu/almost or email almost@hawait.edu
On-campus housing and meals available.

The University of Hawai i at Manoa is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution

In its first week of action, the field hockey
team showed resiliency through a busy sched¬
ule, competing in three games and earning a 12 record. Two games required an extra frame;
all were decided by a single goal.
To open the season, the Bobcats traveled to
Farmington on Tuesday to face UMF, a team
they had defeated for six years straight, but
came up short and lost 3-2 in overtime.
After an early UMF goal, freshman Erin
Chandler scored to tie the game. The teams
traded goals again, when sophomore Megan
Petry scored her first career goal with four min¬
utes to play.
The Bobcats fought out a long overtime, as
UMF required eleven minutes to pass before
notching the deciding score.
Two days later Bates opened up at home
against a winless University of Southern Maine
squad, winning 2-1.
The Bobcats once again opened the game
slowly, as USM netted the first score.
Sophomore Liz Greenwood tied the game early
in the second half on a rebound. Bates con¬

trolled the pace, but neither team was able to
break the tie in regulation.
Overtime proved more beneficial for the
Bobcats on Thursday, as Chandler scored the
deciding goal seven minutes in.
Sophomore Sarah Sprague made her first
career start in goal and stopped ten shots.
Though Saturday’s action against Amherst
was postponed, the Bobcats’ busy week contin¬
ued the next day in Plymouth, NH as Bates
took on Plymouth State.
Bates continued the trend of slow starts,
falling behind 4-1 early in the second half. The
Bobcats came back with a flurry of goals,
including two by sophomore Liz Greenwood.
Sophomore Carolyn King and freshman Caitlin
Tamposi also added scores for the Bobcats, but
Plymouth State proved to be too much, holding
off the late charge, and winning 5-4.
Starting goalkeeper Sarah Judice was back in
net for Bates, recording ten stops against an
offensively-minded Plymouth State squad, who
have scored five or more goals in each of their
four wins, and improved to a 4-1 record.
The Bobcats look to break .500 this week,
hosting Gordon College on Thursday and
Connecticut College on Saturday.

Bobcat of the Week
Sarah Sprague

Men’s Soccer Downs U-Maine
Farmington
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Liz Wanless ’04 Wins Maine
NCAA Woman of the Year Award
workouts with my volleyball coach and team¬
mates, to big wins and losses, traveling to
track meets with Kelly, Ed and Jane
Last May was a busy time for Liz Wanless. (Wanless’s teammate and coaches), to late
Two days after winning the women’s shot put nights in the weight room.”
at the NCAA Division III Track and Field
Over the past five years, Bates has hosted
Championships in her home state of Illinois, three of the recipients of this award. Wanless
Liz returned to Bates- joins Amanda Colby ’00
just in time to join
“Liz had an amazing work and Peggy Ficks ’01 as
the class of 2004 for e^c Sh& WQuld never miss a Bates’ NCAA Woman of
graduation
cerethe Year awardees.
monies, it was a fit- practice, or a lift, or any other “Bates has been fortu¬
ting, and exhausting,
training session”, teammate nate to have so many
end to a long and
strong nominees in
Kelly Godsey,
successful athletic_
. recent years,” said Bates
and academic career.
Director of Athletics
Wanless’s athletic career was honored just Suzanne Coffey, Liz continues that tradithis past week, when Liz received the 2004 tion, and we are happy that her achievements
NCAA Woman of the Year Award for the state have been recognized with such a prestigious
of Maine. The award is given to a female stu¬ honor.”
dent athlete from each state recognizing her
Marsha Graef, Assistant Director of
academic achievement, athletic excellence, Athletics and former volleyball coach, added,
service and leadership. Wanless was a nomi¬ “I enjoyed tremendously watching Liz play
nee among athletes from all three NCAA volleyball for four years at Bates.” Graef
divisions from the state. Wanless remembers also noted that Wanless’s “tenacity to excel in
that the application process for the award track became a model for all other athletes
gave her a chance to reflect on her time spent and demonstrates just how successful an ath¬
here at Bates. “The application process lete can become through hard work.”
involved reflecting on my whole career at
Wanless’s hard work and dedication to her
Bates.
Just providing the information athletic career was her most recognizable
reminded me of all the wonderful memories I trait during her time spent at Bates. “Liz had
have from Bates. Everything from 6:30 an amazing work ethic. She would never

by ADAM SOULE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Courtesy of Bates College Office of
Communications and Media Relations

Liz Wanless at a meet in 2003
miss a practice session, or a lift, or any other
sort of training session,” said her teammate
Kelly Godsey. “During all of [her practices]
she gave all of her effort making them as pro¬
ductive as possible.” Fellow thrower and for¬
mer men’s track and field captain Jordan
Upton was not surprised when he heard the
See WANLESS, p.13

WOMEN'S TENNIS OPENS WITH A WIN
by KRISTEN JOHNSON
SPORTS WRITER
The women’s tennis team opened its season
Tuesday against the University of Southern
Maine with a dominating 8-1 victory.
“Everyone played with intensity and it gave
us some confidence for the rest of
the season,” said Senior Captain Heather
Bracken.
In singles, Tara DeVito won at the number
one spot after her opponent, Katie Welch
retired. DeVito had won the first set 7-5.
Cecilia Grissa, a rookie for the Bobcats, did her
part defeating Catie McCarthy at the number
two spot 6-2, 6-0. Emma Nochomvitz and Liz

Currie both defeated their opponents 6-0, 6-0,
at third and fourth respectively. Laura Harris
and Lindsay Yost rounded out the singles
matches with wins at fifth and sixth respective¬
lyIn doubles, DeVito and Harris took com¬
mand with an 8-2 victory. Bracken and
Nochomovitz collected the team’s eighth win
with decisive 8-0 victory.
“Our first match against USM showed our
depth. They win their conference almost every
year and we defeated them decisively 8-1. This
is a great start but we need to be ready for much
tougher competition with Conn. College and
Tufts coming up this week. We have the play¬
ers to get the job done. We need to continue

working hard and put it on the line,” said Coach
Gastonguay.
With last year’s success still fresh on their
minds, the Bobcats are looking to continue the
momentum into this season. Last year at the
2004 New England Small College Athletic
Conference Women’s Tennis Championship
Emma Nochomvitz reached the quarter finals
of flight #3 to lead the team to a 10th place fin¬
ish. “We were missing a lot of key players last
spring with three of our top six studying in
Europe for the semester. That vaccum created
an opportunity for our underclassmen to face
many pressure situations earlier in their career.
See TENNIS , p.14

LEWISTON, MAINE

Are Student Athletes
Being Exploited?
by GARY DZEN
SPORTS SECTION EDITOR
Earlier this month, just days before the col¬
lege football season began, the NCAA declared
USC wide receiver Mike Williams ineligible to
play. Williams declared for the NFL draft after
his sophomore season on the heels of another
player (Maurice Clarett) who challenged the
age limit for playing pro. Clarett eventually
lost his case against the NFL when a Supreme
Court ruling sided with the league. Williams,
the best wide receiver in college football histo¬
ry after his first two years at USC, was left
without a place to play.
The NCAA screwed up. Mike Williams only
declared himself for the draft when he knew
(or thought he knew) that it would be ok to do
so. The eventual ruling in the Maurice Clarett
case prevented Williams from playing in the
NFL, but should not have prevented him from
going back to college. Williams gave back the
money that he took when he was a guaranteed
top ten pick in the draft. Why wasn’t that
enough?
The NCAA claims that it is protecting the
amateur status of its athletes and institutions by
not allowing students to profit from the rev¬
enue that they themselves create. The truth,
however, is that the NCAA is a greedy corpo¬
ration that is profiting by exploiting these ath¬
letes.
I’m not naive to the fact that high profile col¬
lege athletes like Mike Williams and Carmelo
Anthony are professional players at the college
level. Anthony had no intentions of being a stu¬
dent when he enrolled at Syracuse. His only
goal was to improve his status as a basketball
player so he could get to the pros. What both¬
ers me is that these rules, designed to protect
the NCAA, have already failed. The ama¬
teurism of Division I sports has already been
lost. It’s just that the people who are providing
the entertainment are not being paid for what
they do.
It’s wrong to prevent a college soccer player
on scholarship from getting a part time job at
Friendly’s simply because they play soccer,
when anyone else on campus can work wher¬
ever they want. It’s also wrong to prevent a col¬
lege football player from competing because
he is also an Olympic-caliber downhill skier
earning endorsements in a totally different
See STUDENT ATHLETES, p.15

FOOTBALL READY TO SHAKE THINGS UP IN NESCAC
by DUSTIN JANSEN
SPORTS WRITER

Courtesy of Bates College Office of
Communications and Media Relations

2003 NESCAC Offensive Rookie of
the Year Ken Adams

The Bates Football team is ready to start
what will hopefully be a break-out season that
will send a shockwave across the NESCAC.
Coming off a dismal 2-6 season last year, the
Bobcats are ready to build off what was one of
their biggest victories in history, defeating
Williams 12-0. The Bobcats look to harness
the same intensity and focus that made them
victors in mid October and apply that to all
aspects of their game, day in and day out.
Leading the team this season are co-captains
Senior Mike Horan, and Senior Kevin Madden.
Horan led the team in tackles last season with
64, and in sacks, with 5. Madden was fourth on
the team with 41 tackles. The Bates defense is
returning four of their top five tacklers, and
Coach Mark Harriman expects the defense to
be among the top in the NESCAC.
“Defensively we expect to be one of the best
in the conference,” said Coach Harriman. We
have great leadership from our co-captains,
Mike Horan and Kevin Madden and a corps of
other seniors at the line and LB positions”.
Offensively, the team returns to the field with
their offensive rookie of the year running back,
Sophomore Ken Adams, who rushed for 666

yards off 173 carries, and ran for 2 touchdowns.
Giving Bates an extra set of dependable legs is
Sophomore Jamie Walker, who rushed for 399
yards off 105 carries, and also ran for 2 touch¬
downs.
“Offensively the one-two punch of Kenny
Adams and Jamie Walker will be tough to
defend,” said Harriman. “ Our offensive line is
more athletic than in the past and they have
done a nice job of gelling as a unit”.
Filling in this year’s quarterback position
will be Junior Anthony Arger, who brings to the
team a strong arm, and a lot of speed that
should prove vital on waggles, which will force
opposing defenses to play honest. Arger brings
the mobility needed to open up the run game
for both Adams and Walker, but still poses a
threat to defensive backs who must not ignore
the long ball.
To complement both Arger and the duo run¬
ning backs, Coach Harriman feels that, “Our
receiving corps is the deepest and most talent¬
ed group that we have had since I have been
here. We will continue to find ways to get these
guys the ball.” Leading that receiver unit is
Senior Matt Orlando, who cashed in on 42
catches for a total of 403 yards, and 2 touch¬
downs.
Bates played a preseason scrimmage against

Amherst, on Saturday, September 24. The
game served to be a measuring stick for both
teams on what issues need to be addressed
before the season opener. The Bobcat defense
pounced all over Amherst throughout the game,
not allowing any points to the first team
offense.
Both teams’ offense showed signs of difficul¬
ty moving the ball down the field, much of
which can be attributed to the left over rain
brought in by Hurricane Ivan. The pouring rain
and muddy field conditions hindered any kind
of offensive production that both teams might
otherwise liked to have seen. The Bobcats did
manage to squeeze in a touchdown, to defeat
Amherst’s first team 7-0.
After the game, Coach Harriman said, “I felt
that today was a great first step toward our
opener down at Trinity. We played with a great
deal of physical and mental toughness which
we will need each week. Our message all pre¬
season was to play with a consistent intensity
level through the entire game and I felt we
achieved that goal today.”
The Bobcats open up their season at Trinity
on Saturday, September 25. A lot will be deter¬
mined, as Bates looks to make a statement right
off the bat, and shake what has been a structur¬
al hierarchy in the NESCAC standings.

